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CHE calls engineering ed economic issue
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
With the words "cooperation"
and "collaboration" echoing
throughout the room, the Council
on Higher Education sent a message to Paducah and Murray officials regarding the engineering
education issue.
Instead of listening to the presentations from both delegations
at Monday's meeting in Lexington to gain information for a
recommendation, the council
called the issue "an economic
development matter" rather than
an issue pertaining to higher education and voted not to consider
the issue.
Instead, they placed the issue
back in the laps of the local
officials.
The lack of a recommendation
by the CHE makes a difference,
said Rep. Freed Curd of Murray.

It has a negative impact on
the polytechnic issue," Curd said.
"In the council's defense, it
didn't have a lot of time to deal
with it. I don't think they wanted
to deal with it either."
In the legislature, Curd said he
thinks everybody has already
made up their minds.
"I think the issue is already
settled," he said.
Concerns by several council
members sparked comments
about whether the issue should
have been brought before the
council.
The issue was sent to the CHE
in February by Sen. Mike Moloney, chairman of the Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
He had asked for a CHE recommendation by March 10,
"Last year, the council went
before the General Assembly to

•See
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Murray and Paducah officials sat down at the negotiating table Monday after action on the engineering
issue was rejected by the Council on Higher Education.

Driver may face
homicide charge

DES, county fire
may consolidate
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
The fate of one of Calloway
County's rescue squads now
rests in the hands of Judge/
Executive J.D. Williams and the
fiscal court.
Area emergency services personnel met Monday afternoon
with DES director Peggy Billington to discuss the county's
rescue service.
:14 feel like this is something
we need to address and we need
to address it today," Billington
told the group.
Currently, the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue and the
Murray-Calloway County DES
are both recognized, but separate rescue units.

fighting like boys," Billington
said. "We are in this for a reason and one reason only
because we care about the people of this county."
Aside from DES chief Kenny
Reynolds and other DES members, no one at the meeting said
they wanted to maintain the status quo.
CCFR Chief Greg Cherry
said maintaining two rescue
squads is a waste of tax dollars.
"We're trying to buy the
same equipment and we'd be
better off if we were all one
unit instead of duplicating each
other," he said.
Reynolds said Murray Calloway County DES has had
no cooperation from other
organizations.
DES had problems getting a
dispatch service after the sheriff's department began contracting with Kentucky State Police
Post 1 and Murray Police

The majority of those present
said they would like to see the
two squads consolidated.
Billington said there is a
great deal of tension between
the two organizations.
"I am tired of grown men •See Page 2

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
A Murray man was arrested
and charged with second-offense
driving under the influence after
his vehicle struck and killed a
77-year-old pedestrian, according
to Murray police reports.
Harlan L. Deines, 38, 1629
Farmer Ave., was westbound on
Main Street when his 1966 Ford
pickup hit Martin L. Winkowski,
who was attempting to cross the.
street near Corvette Lanes shortly
after 9 p.m.
Winkowski, 809 N. 18th St.,
was transported to MurrayCalloway County Hospital where
he was pronounced dead at
approximately 10:30 p.m.
Deputy Coroner Damon Mathis
said an autopsy is scheduled for

STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo

Regional DES coordinator Bob Carrico and Calloway County DES
coordinator Peggy Billington discuss what actions should be taken
to consolidate the county's two rescue units.

Clinton defends wife amid allegations
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's passionate defense
of his wife and his pledge against
any Watergate-like shenanigans
have done little to temper Republicans' cry for congressional
hearings into the Whitewater
affair.
"Congress has an independent
obligation to investigate and to
inform both itself and the country," House Republican Whip
Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., said this
morning on NBC.
Gingrich disagreed with special counsel Robert Fiske's contention that congressional hear-

ings would "pose a severe risk"
to his investigation, and noted
that it took six years for an independent counsel to investigate the
Iran-Contra scandal.
"I don't think anybody seriously believes the Congress
should give up its legislative
responsibility for six years or
whatever indefinite length of
time" while a special prosecutor
investigates, he said.
Clinton predicted confidently
on Monday that federal prosecutors will find no wrongdoing in
his Whitewater dealings, and he
promised "there will not be a

cover-up."
"If I did something wrong, it
will come out" in Fiske's investigation, Clinton said. "They will
find the truth. Let them do it.
And let the rest of us go on with
our business."
He moved quickly to replace
Bernard Nussbaum, the chief
White House lawyer who resigned Saturday, a victim of the
controversy. Clinton said he is
seeking "someone of unquestioned integrity," and administration officials said today he has
selected former Carter White
House counsel Lloyd Cutler.

Clinton sternly defended his
wife against unconfirmed reports
that she had ordered the shredding of documents at an Arkansas
law firm.
"The American people can
worry about something else,"
Clinton said. "Her moral compass is as strong as anybody's in
this country."
The president's feisty defense
notwithstanding, the White House
was threatened with paralysis, as
glum aides scoured trash bins,
burn bags and files for documents
sought under a grand jury
subpoena.

House quietly endorses tax increase
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
House committee today quietly
approved a $65 million tax
increase that lawmakers say is
needed to help balance the coming budget.
The Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, by a vote of

16-6, approved the bill that will
increase the property tax on
machinery and redefine how the
sales tax applies to machinery
used in manufacturing.
The tax is designed to make up
for money lost when a Kentucky
Supreme Court ruling eliminated

MEETINGS
• Calloway County School Board
VII meet Tuesday at 7 p,m at the super
intendent's office
11 Calloway Fiscal Court will meet
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. in the office of
Judge/Executive J D Willwns
II Murray City Council vim meet
Thursday at 7.10 p.m. in the council
chambers at city hall.

an estimated $62 million from the
sales tax on machinery.
"It's a replacement tax," said
Committee Chairman Marshall
Long, D-Shelbyville, "replacing
the tax we lost when we lost that
suit."
Lawmakers had been negotiat-

SPORTS
MI Murray's boys enter the First Region
tournament Wednesday night at Racer
Arena, taking on Heath at 6 p.m. The
wimer will face either St Mary or Hickman County Monday night

Page 6

ing for a few weeks with industry
representatives, who had complained that the original version
of the tax bill would have meant
a $300 million tax increase.
Tony Sholar, a lobbyist for the
II See Page 2

SPECIAL
II Weather alert sirens at Murray
will be activitated sometime next week as part of a statewide
test during Severe Weather Awareness
Week Kentucky Slate Police will notify
MSU public safety as to when to lest the
sirens, which are on top of Lovett
Springer and Woods HallsAuditonm,
State University

Winkowski. An exact cause of
death has not been released.
Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins said Tuesday morning that he
and Kentucky State Trooper Tom
Rottinghaus would meet with
County Attorney David Harrington before noon to discuss if
additional charges will be filed in
connection with the death.
Elkins said he expects some
type of homicide charges to be
filed.
"But there is no indication he
(Deiries) was speeding or that it
was a wanton act," Elkins said.
Rottinghaus, an accident reconstructionist, is investigating the
accident.
Dcines was also charged at the
scene with having no proof of
insurance.

Post office
wants stamp hike
WASHINGTON (AP) — Mailing a letter would cost 3 cents
more next year under a rate proposal announced today by the U.S.
Postal Service.
The postal governing board
proposed an across-the-board
increase of 10.3 percent for most
classes of mail — including a
32-cent first class stamp — to
take effect early next year.
The request now goes to the
independent Postal Rate Commission, which has 10 months to
decide.
The increase would mean $8 or
$9 more per year in postage costs
for the average consumer, according to the post office.
"Now that it's come time to
increase prices, we've made our
rate proposal as small as possible.
It's two full points below the rate
of inflation and the smallest
increase we've asked for in a
quarter of a century," said Postmaster General Marvin Runyon.
The overall inflation rate from
Feb. 3, 1991, when the current
29-cent rate took effect, to 1995,
when this one would begin, is
expected to be between 13 percent and 14 percent, postal officials said.
Postal Board Chairman J. Sam
Winters said he expected the

32-cent rate to "last a couple of
years."
Each penny increase means
about $920 million in added
income for the agency, which lost
$1.7 billion last year and expects
to wind up at least $1.3 billion in
the red this year.
Rates also will increase for
other classes of mail, including
magazines and catalogs, parcels
and those items that the post
office doesn't like to call junk
mail.
But the new charges won't take
effect until at least early 1995
because of the complex legal process required.
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Millions of stamps carrying the
letter "G" instead of a price
already have been printed and
stored in Kansas City for use at
whatever the new rate turns out
to be.
Before they can be used, however, the Postal Service proposal
must go before the independent
Postal Rate Commission, which
can, and sometimes does, come
up with a different answer.
For example, the post office
wanted a 30-cent stamp the last
• See Page 3
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FROM PACill
make recommendations to the
legislature about the budtet."
said Joe 8tH £upbeLl. CHE
member from Bbwlimg Green.
"This issue was not brought
before us at- any time. The first
time I rend about it was in die
governor's Widget proposal.
"I have great concern whether
on such short notice we would be
able to do the issue justice," be
said.
Shirley Menendez, CHE member from Paducah, said that
although engincenng education is
an important issue, she does not
think it is a higher education
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"I think ills very critical that it
be considered as an economic
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FROM PAGE 1
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, said the business group did
not agree to the bill that the committee endorsed today.
But House Speaker Joe Clarke,
D-Dansille, warned Sholar that
the tax bill will pass and business
groups should not try to opposc
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FROM PAGE 1
rate in meeting the engineering
needs in western Kentucky.
Steve Polston, manager of
Paducah's Martin Marietta plant
and spokesman for the two
groups, said the meeting was "a
frank exchange of the two communities and their concerns on
how the project should go
forward."
As a result of the discussion,
the two groups agreed that western Kentucky has a basic need for
engineering education.
"We made substantial progPulston said. "The communities made a sincere committment to find a way to work
together to include Paducah
Community College, University
of Kentucky and Murray State
Iniversity:
"I think for the first time we
have heard each other I spoke as

a
the need for engineering education," he said.
The two groups are scheduled
to meet again in two Weeks.
MSU President Dr. Ronald J.
Kurth said the groups do not have
a timeline for reaching an
agreement.
"The discussions between us
are very open-ended," Kurth said.
"The focus is on the need and
certain ways in which we could
explore potential cooperation."
Meanwhile. PCC President Dr.
Len O'Hara has indicated Paducah officials will continue pursuing the legislative angle.
"We will continue to tell the
same story we have told for two
years," he said. "This is a very
large economic development
issue. We will sit down with
Murray and discuss how we can
cooperate."
MSU Regent Sid Easley said

softie daviehgenom Mese mist
Ohm a higher 'decades Wee.
Our bedget request did not
Wads this proje‘t mid it is
impossible for as to give a
recommesdedos with this short
moms of time." be said.
Miller urged the two communities to leek ways for
"The council willassist If
requested." be said. "This is the
first time the two communities
have gotten together." Following Miller's comments,
the council unanimously voted to
take no action on the issue.

the two communities will talk
and try to dispel some of the rhetoric that has been created.
"I think the CHE made the
only decision that it could under
the circumstances," he said. "This
decision will facilitate a reasoned
resolution of the issue."
Dr. James Booth, MSU provost
and vice president for academic
and student affairs, said he was
surprised by the CHE's action.
"We fully intended for Paducah to make a presentation and
for us to make one," he said.
However, Kurth said he was
not surprised by the council's
decision.
"The timeline was extremely
difficult," he said. "The coupcil
approached the problem with
eminent statesmanship. My agenda has been constant for four
years — cooperation and collaboration. We have not met with the
Paducah officials in the same
context as we can now."
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III DES county...
FROM PAGE 1
Department declined to carry its
contract with DES. Now DES is
dispatched by Murray State
University Public Safety.
"It seems locally there are
more problems than anyivhere
else," Reynolds said.
He argued that if CCFR
members . were tied up with a
major fire and a rescue call
comes in, two separate organizations would be most
effective.
However. Calloway is the
only county in a 29-county.region that has two separate rescue
units, according to Kentucky
Water Patrol Capt. Steve
Owens.
"If we have a drowning and
we call for rescue, we don't
know who we'll get," he said.
Owens said having one unit
with combined resources is
more beneficial in an,.emergency situtation.
--"if -we have

a drowning. I
don't want one boat here or two
boats there when we could have
five," he said.
Law enforcement officers
agreed that combining the units
would be best.
Kentucky State Police Sgt.
Dennis Crawford said there
have been times where confusion reigned at accident scenes,

which has led to situations
where evidence was lost at a
scene when someone was killed
or seriously injured.
Calloway Sheriff Stan Scott
saicrit is sometimes hard to tell
who is in charge.
"We've all got to work
together," Scott said. "It's foolish to be bickering about who is
going to answer the call."
Reynolds said he hates to see
all the work DES has done go
down the tubes. The unit recently got a storage building on
Spruce Street. DES members
assist with traffic control at
parades and work with the university on concerts.
"The biggest problem has
been communication," he said.
Another meeting will be
scheduled with Cherry, Reynolds and other emergency service personnel.
According to statute, the fiscal court has to formally affiliate with a rescue unit for that
unit to receive state funds.
Regional DES coordinator
Bob Carrico said a court order
was passed in 1979 which affiliated CCFR with DES. CCFR
was chartered as the service
provider.
In this case, DES does not
refer to the Murray-Calloway
County DES rescue service.
Carrico said the only true DES

is the county government,
which coordinates emergency
services.
Currently, Billington is
appointed to handle those
duties.
Carrico said in 1984 controversy about CCFR's accountability arose.
"There was concern here and
at the state level that the rescue
service was getting lost in the
fire department," he said.
In August 1984, the fiscal
court passed an order that took
CCFR's charter away and
created a new organization,
which is now called DES.
CCFR still maintains a rescue
service which is supported
through fund raising and private
donations.
Cherry said the department
keeps two sets of accounting
books. One is for fire service,
which is funded through an ad
valorem tax in each district.
The other is for rescue service.
The judge/executive and fiscal court determine who will
receive state funds.
Steve Lax was the only
magistrate present at Monday's
meeting.
, Statutes allow for a county to
either contract with a private.
corporation, like CCFR, for
rescue service, or create its own
organization.
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To the People of Kentucky
Honorable Brereton C. Jones, Governor
Honorable George H. Weeks, County Judge/Exerutive
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court

Independent Auditor's ',report
we have audited the statement of receipts, disbursements, and excess
fees of the Sheriff of Calloway County, Kentucky, for the year ended
December 31, 1992. This financial statement is the responsibility of the
Sheriff. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on this financial
statement based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards; Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comotrol ler General
of the United States;and the Audit Guide forof
Counti Fee Officials issued by
Kentucky. These standards
the Auditor of Public Accounts.7—ommonwealth
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statement is free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statement. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates wide by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
The Sheriff- is required to prepare his financial statement on a
prescribed basis of accounting that demonstrates cerciliance with the cash
basis and laws of Kentucky, which is a comprehensive basis of accounting
other than generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statement referred to above
presents fairly. in all material respects, the receipts, disbursements, and
excess fees of the Sheriff for the year ended December 31. 1992, in
conformity with the basis of accounting described above.
Respectfully submitted.

a II. Chandler

III
Auditor of Public Accounts

A.

Audit fieldwork completed June 17. 1993
The above transmittal letter accompanied the audit report presented to the fiscal court.
OS 43.0902) requires that this letter be published in this newspaper.
Copies of the complete audit report, including the accompanying financial statements and
additional information. are available upon request by contacting the State Auditor of
Public Accounts, 144 Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
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Sheriff seeks investigation of Mike Ward
Editor's Note: Due to an
error that occurred during layout, the following story did not
run in its entirety Monday. It is
being reprinted here.
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
state attorney general's office has
been asked to investigate Commonwealth's Attorney Mike
Ward's handling of state money
paid to reimburse him for office
space, a newspaper reported
Sunday.
Marshall County Sheriff Brian
Roy said he received an inquiry
about the matter and did some
research before forwarding the
information to Attorney General
Chris Gorman, The Paducah Sun
said in a copyright story.
One issue the state apparently
is looking at is whether Ward,
who records show is behind on
his office rent, actually did apply
the reimbursements to pay
expenses of the prosecutor's
office, the newspaper said.
When asked about it in a
recent interview, Ward said, "I
can't say that I have every time.

Those checks are made out to me
personally."
Ward said money paid to him
by the state may have been
shifted to other expenses but
were always used for "utilities,
phone, rent or other overhead."
For instance, he said, money sent
as reimbursement for utilities
might be put toward his rent.
Records show Ward still owes
one former landlord, Morgan Trevathan and Gunn Inc., more than
S6,800 for rent and utility
charges incurred while renting
office space as prosecutor in
1986 and 1987.
However, an employee of the
Department of Finance says a
review of expense reimbursement
forms maintained in the state archives shows Ward did not seek
reimbursement for any of his
expenses during those two years.
Ward did submit expense
reporting forms, seeking rent
reimbursements varying between
$137.05 and $279.56 a month
from September 1989 to December 1992, when he rented office

space from Df. Louis Forte.
Forte's brother, Frank Forte,
who now manages his brother's
properties, said Ward was served
with an eviction notice after he
"missed seven out of 27 months
payments."
Although the financial arrangement between LOUIS Forte and
Ward was apparently never set in
writing, Frank Forte said Ward
was to pay $310 a month. Frank
Forte said Ward still owes about
$1,000. Ward said he owes only
about $300.
"I'm not going to tell you I've
been a great money manager,"
Ward said. "I haven't. I'm making an effort to do better."
Ward, who has been commonwealth's attorney for Marshall
and Calloway counties since
1981, is classified as a part-time
prosecutor.
The state estimates Ward
spends about 75 percent of his
time working as commonwealth's
attorney, entitling him to reimbursement of 75 percent of the
fair market value of his office-

space costs.
Ward is also eligible to be
reimbursed for 75 percent of his
utilities and basic telephone service charges. Long distance calls
made for prosecutorial purposes
are reimbursed in full.
Reimbursements are based on
information Ward submits in
expense reporting forms to the
Prosecutors Advisory Council.
Records obtained from that agency show Ward was reimbursed
$10,027 in fiscal year 1991-92
and $7,517 in fiscal year 1992-93
for rent, utilities and phone service, the newspaper reported.
That money is in addition to
Ward's $38,165 annual salary,
his S6,000 elected official
expense allowance and his
$73,371 staff budget.
Ward said he does not understand why being behind in his
rent should be a public issue. "I
can see how that might he made
to look bad," Ward said. "I
don't feel I've done anything
wrong. I really don't."

JU1CC.

James Timothy Mays, 37, of
Benton, Ky., admitted conspiring
with family members at their
Benton plant, Sun Up Foods Inc.,
io add sugar illegally to orange

juice between 1985 and 1990.
Adding sugar is a cheap way to
stretch orange juice concentrate.

husband, Stephen Murphy; and
John Donald Langness, a former
plant manager.

Mays was vice president of the
western Kentucky plant, in
charge of sales and marketing.

They were charged in 1992 following an investigation by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Their trial is scheduled
April 4 in U.S. District Court.
As part .of his guilty plea,
James Timothy Mayes has agreed
to testify against the others, a
federal prosecutor said Monday.

Also charged are his parents,
James V. Mays, the company's
president, and Patsy 1. Mays,
treasurer: an uncle, Samuel W.
Mays, a vice president; his sister,
Elizabeth Mays Murphy, and her
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Benton man admits to OJ conspiracy
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
One of seven defendants has
pleaded guilty and agreed to testify against the—others in i case
where sugar allegedly was added
to orange juice later sold as
unsweetened, 100 percent pure
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•Stamp hike...
FROM PAGE 1
time it raised rates, but the commission settled on the current
29-cent price.
Since it became independent in
1971, the Postal Service has
operated on about a three-year
cycle — making money one year,
breaking even the second and losing money the third year — fol-

lowed by a rate increase and a
return to profit. The agency no
longer receives any tax subsidy.
The price of a first-class stamp
is the focus of most Americans.
But postal rates are much more
complicated, covering several
classes of mail and varying widely for businesses that mail in volume, do their own sorting or

*ti0'
14 ssl
otherwise save the post office
work.
That is why raising rates is so
complicated: They don't all
increase by the same amount and
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interest groups spend millions of
dollars trying to convince officials that their price should go up
less than everyone else's.
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FROM OUR READERS
KERA needs refining, not repealing
Dear Editor:
Recently, many articles have been written regarding the reasons our
state's residents should vote to repeal KERA, not simpls adjust nor
rework particular vans, but rescind the enure educational program.
While 1 agree that certain aspects of KERA should be reexamined. I
cannot agree that KERA should be repealed. Our previous educational
system placed Kentucky last in the nation an the percentage of high
school graduates, last In the nation of college graduates. 37th in high
school graduation.460 in college attendance,and first in adult illiteracy.
KERA was and is a response for a better way to educate our children.
Has mg been a teacher, coach, high school and junior high pnnsapal. I
have watched our previous educational system work since 1974. While I
could speak pnmanls s pnncipal of Southwest Elementary School in
Calloway County, I would also like to speak as a parent ortilIT-Ye-iir-Old
son and a6-year-old daughter With the advent of KERA.I want to share
what has happened to my children as well as my observations of our
students.
Mychildren have not been hampered by the new programs. nor do 1
l they have been guinea pigs. Indeed,they,as all of our students, have
been encouraged to do their personal best arid progress as far as they can
go. Our Family Resource Center has exceeded my wildest dreams in as
capacity to assist our parents and children. The extended schools
services program has been a godsend. Whether it be on our SBDM
council and subcommittees or other programs, parental involvement has
become a given: I do not believe that parents will complacently
relinquish this involvement for any reason, and nghtfully so.
a Unfortunately, much misinformation regarding KERA and the public
schools exists. Please know that the,best way to find out what KERA is
about is to visit your child's school and talk to the teachers and the
students. If you are a community member who does not have children,
please visit your local schools. As a community member, your local
schools'efforts are also very important to you. Anyone can disagree with
one or more KERA pans, but let us work together to refine and improve
those areas and then reach our final goal: enhanced educational
opportunities and achievement for all students.
Many stones exist regarding the failures that KERA has supposedly
caused. While many success stones also exist regarding KERA,for me,
the mostpreciOUS and germane success stones are my two children-and
their successes. Having questions or concerns regarding KERA is not a
valid reason for the legislature to repeal a functioning and progressive
program. The need to refine certain parts likewise does not require
repealing KERA. Yet, all of us must remember, as KERA encompasses
the enure legal and funding system for public schools, the public school
system is everyone's interest.
For years, educators and parents bemoaned the previous educational
structure and stated "if we had a say in the process, what a difference we
could make." That time is here: however, the full realization of KERA's
positive impact will not occur within the next six months. As already
noted, positive signs are there. For the same reasons that KERA was
enacted. KERA should remain. Let us work together to enhance
education and give our children a better destiny.
R. Kent Barnes, Principal
Southwest Elementary School

\,,

Clinton to curb big government?
Dear Editor
Al Gore has set about to "reinvent" government_ Could at be that he
would use for a blue pnnt, the Arkansas state government? Sure enough,
the federal government needs to trim spending drastically. Sure, the
bureaucracy is running rampant. But do we believe that Clinton is going
to curb government? For those who do believe that. I've got some
ocean-front property in the Nevada desert for sale.
Clinton, the man who brought bureaucracy to an an form in Arkansas.
the life long champion of big government, the man who has never had a
real job, is going to curb big government and big spending? Give me a
break! This fellow is the favonte son of the Ted Kennedy liberals who
just crammed the largest tax increase in history down our collective
throats, in retrospect, if you please.
We are seeing lots of smokescreens to try to cover the bureaucratic
blunders of Hillary s health plan. We will see lots of shuffling take place
trying to delude us into believing we are one step from utopia, when in
actuality we arc teetenng on the bnnk of disaster. If Congress were to
cave in to Hillary's plan, big government and higher taxes would
explode. The Clinton's elitest plan is all too plain to many of us who
think in logical channels.
Clinton and the privileged class have left Arkansas-like rats deserting
a sinking ship. The machine is sputtenng in Little Rock. Witness the
election of a Republican lieutenant governor last year an Arkansas. Then
too, don't overlook the Democrat fizzles in several other state and city
elections where Clinton himself lent a hand. Now he journeys to
Chicago to lend a hand to Rostenkowski, the post office expert. But
that's another story.
Torn Meacham
1585 Mockingbird, Murray

Kentucky subject of class project
Dear Editor:
I have chosen Kentucky for a fifth-grade class project. Kentucky is
my favonte state. Every day I wear my Wildcats starter jacket and
baseball cap.
I would appreciate any information about your state. I will display
everthing I receive from your state at our class states fair. Thank you so
much for helping me with my project.
Greg \,erraneault
Mn. Swanson's Class, Northeast Elementary School
910 East 34th, Kearney, NE 68847

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1531 Longworth Office Building. Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Bedding. Wailtington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (radical or 202-224-2541 (IVashington)

Making room for Daddy's quirks
I know I'm getting old because
I've started to pick up some
quirks of my father's that used to
drive us kids crazy. Of course.
we swore we'd never do such
things when we grew up because
thes didn't make any sense to us
at all, though seeming perfectly
reasonable to Daddy.
Like the way he listened to the
foreground was the scintillating
hinls veiled truculence toward
same radio show every morning
prattle of Dorothy and Dick.
cause of
another
was
her
spouse
during breakfast, so he could
They sniped at each other over
contempt.
lather's
comment on how much he discoffee, toast and imported marand
Dorothy
premise
The
of
liked the host and hostess, Dormalade, though they were careful
Dick's morning show,it least as
othy Kilgallen and her husband,
season their talk with endearto
I recall it. was that they were
Dick Kalmer. My father's conments like "Darling" and
served breakfast by a fully tempt for this duo seemed to
"Sweetheart." As in, "Darling, I
starched maid and butler in their
energite him, helped to launch
think you had a teeny weeny bit
penthouse,
while
they
Manhattan
him into the new day with a silt.
too much champagne last night."
delighted their audience with
For him, Dorothy and Dick
Or, "Sweetheart, when you intercharter about the play they'd seen
packed a punch better than
rupt me in the middle of a sencaffein.
the night before, or who they'd
tence, how can I tell our dear
had a drink with at Sardi's or the
Father had a particularly zealaudience what Walter Winchell
Stork Club.
ous disdain for Kilgallen. He
told me the other day in the Astor
called her "the chinless wonder,"
In the background was the disBar?"
creet scrape of silser on china,
because of the way her face
My father's favorite on-air
screeche4-44a -a-halt immediately--- 4hc-4;(444)--411-wack
naPkin---ineident was—the--one
being shaken from starched folds
below her needle-sharp teeth and
Dick stomped out in the middle
thin lower lip. According to him. and placed on the lap of a cashof the live show because of some
Kilgallen's countenance could
mere robe in winter, or French
cutting remark by Dorothy. I can
silk pajamas in slimmer. In the
"stop a speeding train:" and her
still hear her now, calling after

him in that forced, chirpy tone
that signals desperation. "Oh
Dick, darling," she cooed.
"Sweetheart," she fluttered. Her
words were laced with strychnine. Ignominiously, she finished
that shew by herself.
Kilgallen was also a journalist
of sorts. Today she would probably have her own show, something like "Sonya Live!" Or else
she would be the star reporter for
The National Enquirer, or one of
these sleazy TV tabloids like
"Hard Copy." That, of course,
was another strike against her,
since Dad was an old-fashioned
new
According to my father, there
was just nothing that Dorothy and
Dick could do right, but that never stopped him from tuning in
each day. He seemed to need his
daily dose.
So maybe it's genetic, but lately I have found myself provoked
into talking back Teltie-radio -kir
the television. I guess I am my
father's daughter after all, and
it's not just his blue eyes I
inherited.
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CIA digs out mole
One day, the young Chicago
detective was called to headquarters
IZOYKO SAYS
to answer tough questions. In
effect, he was beinegrilled like a
criminal suspect.
The questions were asked by his
chief and several other police detectives.
It seemed the young detective
Syndicated columnist
was seen dnving a new fourdoor
So he offered his alibi. His father
Cadillac. On his cop salary, a fullywas blessed with a brilliant mind
loaded Caddy seemed extravagant.
And it was noted that he sold his and had invented and marketed a
modest home and moved has grow- cosmetic product that became
ing family to a much larger and enormously profitable. Rather than
waiting until his will was read over
more expensive house in a fine
his corpse, the father deCided to
neighborhood.
share his wealth-with his three sons,
He had no problem making niongage payments, the chief observed, including the detective.
since he had dropped an impressThere was now so much money in
ively large down payment.
the family that the detective could
Further, the chief said, it was
have tossed his badge and retired to
learned that the detective vacplay golf. But he stayed because he
ationed and weekended at a water- loved playing real-life cops and
front summer home in DOOf robbers.
County, Wis. The summer home
The chief and the snoops wanted
cost as much as his new house in
proof. Proor The father's business
Chicago.
records, canceled checks, tax reSo how, the chief demanded to .turns,
the CPA's books. The young
know, had he suddenly started livdetective could and did lay it all out.
ing such a lavish life on so modest a
The skeptical investigators took a
city paycheck?
The detective smiled. The ques- long and deep look. And they found
that it was true. He was a cop who
tions didn't surprise him. He would
happened to be independently
have been surprised if they hadn't
wealthy If anything, he could have
been asked.
given bribes to some of the mugs he
That's because he was part of an
stalked.
elite unit. It snooped on the Chicago
He stayed on the ;ob. A bit of a
crime syndicate. In his iob, he had
curiosity to his colleagues, but one
posed as a night janitor so he could
tough,smart cop. When he worked.
peck into files of businesses that
he worked hard. When he relaxed,
were legit fronts for mob activities.
he did so in fine style.
He had spent long days and nights
tailing mob bosses and going
This happened some years ago,
thrOugh their family gartage.
when he and I were young pals. I
always thought his story would have
New car, big house, vacation
home: They added up to reasons to
made a good movie or TV aeries.
He was so dedicated, he thought it
suspect that the mob had reached
him with bribes.
would blow his cover

Mike Royko

Now I'm reading about the career
CIA agent who is accused of taking
ahout S2.5 million from Russia to
betray our secrets, some of which
may have led to the torture and
execution of as many as 10 of our
agents.
I'm reading with amazement that
nobody seemed to notice certain
peculiar aspects of the agent's lifestyle.
Such peculiarities as a 570,000a-year agent buying a house for
more than half a million, his wife
spending 590,000 to remodel the
kitchen, a new Jaguar, expensive
overseas trips.
This went on for years. He and
his wife — a former CIA operative
herself — were said to be flinging
information to the Russians.
All this while they were living a
flamboyant lifestyle on a civil servant paycheck. Ask yourself: If
you worked with someone of ordinary means who suddenly bought a
$500,000-plus house, a Jaguar and
other goodies, wouldn't you wonder? If for no other reason, envy?
When my cop friend lived the
high life, it didn't take long before
an explanation was demanded. A
mere city police de;nrunent, where
corruption is not unknown and often
tolerated, was shorpenough to spot
something potentially kinky.
But here we have the CIA - a
multibillion-dollar
intelligence
agency. said to be filled with bril-

SCOWS
Scottish
Fellowship
will be to
more infon

finally
hant analytical and alert minds —
and it didn't notice something that
should have stood out like a snake
on the kitchen floor?
Were spending all these billions
so the CIA can sneak tidbits of info
out of Russia, Iran, Iraq, China and
romote corners of the world.
It is the elite of our super-secret
agencies, which is why we give it so
much of our money. Yes, the elite.
But the elite didn't even notice
that one of its own people suddenly
began living like he had hit a superduper state lottery.
And what is the CIA's explanation? Through its media kak
process (every Washington pundit
has a CIA source), it says it assumed
that its suddenly flush agent had
married a wealthy woman.
Uh-huh.
Sorry, but any energetic creditcheck agency could have checked
that fake story out with a few phone
calls and found that she came from a
family of modest means.
The CIA leakers say that it is so
common for its people to have
wealth of their own or through
marriage because that's a common
CIA background.
You see, old chap, the CIA hires
people from good old WASP families. Ivy League lads. Good old
family stock, you know.
Well, la-di-da. Maybe that's the
problem. They ought to try recruiting a few dese and dose cops from
places like Chicago.
•
Maybe we don't know one wine
from another. And our ties and
socks aren't color-coordinated.
But bloodlines aside, we knows a
fink when we sees one. Isn't that
what it's about?
A silly question. In Washington,
who knows what it is about?
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Downtown Association to meet today
The Downtown'Murray Business Association will meet today (Tuesday) at 5:30 p.m. at Temptations Restaurant, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray. All business people in the area are urged to attend.

Homeless, Jobless meeting planned
St. Leo's Catholic Church will host a Community Awareness
gathering regarding the jobless and homeless of Murray and Calloway
County on Thursday, March 10, at 4 p.m. at the Parish Center of St.
Leo's church. Community pastors and service providers as well as
concerned individuals are welcome. This event is sponsored by the
Peace and Justice Committee of St. Leo's Catholic Church.

Kirksey Baptists plan revival
A Family Life Revival at Kirksey Baptist Church will start Wednesday, March 9, and continue through Friday, March 11, at 7 p.m. nightly. Speakers will be the Rev. John East, Wednesday, the Rev. Ronnie
McPhearson, Thursday, and the Rev. Royce Dukes, Friday. The public
is invited to attend. For more information call 489-2435.

•

Special class on Wednesday
"Positive Parenting" is the theme of the class, sponsored by Family
Resource Center of Calloway_ County, on Wednesday from 1 to 2 p.m.
at Glendale Road Church of Christ. The class focuses on ideas for
parents to encourage better behavior through positive words (no put
downs). Beth Durbin, program specialist at the-center, will be the discussion leader. Child care will be provided. These classes are free. For
more information call 753-3070.

SCV Chapter to meet Thursday
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No. 1460, Sons of Confederate Veterans will meet Thursday, March 10, at 7:30 p.m. at Hickman County
Court House, Clinton. John Kelley Ross will be the speaker. Members
are urged to be present and visitors and prospective members are welcome. For more information contact Commander Bill Wilson, Water
Valley, or any camp member.

Bridge Club meeting Thursday
The Bridge Club of Murray will meet Thursday, March 10, at 7
p.m. at Weaks Community Center (use rear entrance). Players of all
levels are welcome. Persons may come without a partner. For more
information call C.W. Cooper at 435-4137 for information.

Need Line needs pantry items
Kathie Gentry, executive director of Need Line, said items are
needed for the pantry to help fill the food baskets given to clients.
Items needed include powdered milk, dry cereal, oatmeal, canned
meats, peanut butter, hand soap and toilet paper. These may be taken
to the Need Line office on bottom floor of Weaks Community Center
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For information call
753-NEED.

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Alan Wheat

Srnith-Wheat wedding
vows said on Feb. 11
Patrisha Maria Smith and Daniel Alan Wheat were married Friday,
Feb. 11, at First Presbyterian Church, Murray.
The Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery and the Rev. David Montgomery
conducted the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Granvil Smith and Edith Smith of Carrollton. The groom is the son of Walter and Arlene Wheat of Murray.
Sabrina Lynn Tyler, friend of the bride, served as maid of honor.
The groom's father, Walter Wheat, served as best man.
The bride is a 1993 graduate of Carroll County High School, Carrollton. She is now attending Murray State University.
The groom is a 1990 graduate of Seneca High School, Louisville.
He has attended both Paducah Community College and Murray State
University.
The groom, a specialist in the United States Army, will soon be
leaving for active duty where he will receive training to be a chaplain's assistant.
The couple's plans for permanent residence are pending at this
time.

Flowering dogwood trees
available from foundation

NEBRASKA CITY, Neb. —
free trees, send a $10 memberTen free white flowering dog- ship contribution to Ten Free
wood trees will be given to each
Dogwoods, National Arbor Day
The 40th annual benefit style show by the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will be Tuesday, March 15, at the club house. person who joins The National Foundation, 100 Arbor Ave.,
Nebraska City, NE 68410, by
Tickets are available for the noon luncheon and style show at a cost of Arbor Day Foundation during
March 31, 1994.
SIO per person with $5 counted as a donation, and for the 7 p.m.. March 1994.
The free trees are part of the
dessert and style show at $7 per person with $5 counted as a donation.
nonprofit Foundation's Trees for
I In charge of the show are Pat Sanders, chairman, Karen Isaacs and
American campaign.
Cecilia Brock. For ticket orders call Annie Nance, 753-3121, Neva
"The white flowering dogGray Allbritten, 753-3516, or any member of the Music Department.
woods will add year-round beauty to your home and neighborScottish Dancing on Tuesday
hood," John Rosenow, the FoundScottish Country Dancing will be tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in
ation's executive director, said.
Fellowship Hall of First Presbyterian Church. A cost of $2 per person "Dogwoods have showy spring
Twelve members of New Conwill be to defray expenses. All dancers and spectators invited. For
flowers, scarlet autumn foliage, cord Homemakers Club attended
more information call David Montgomery at 753-6460.
and red berries which attract
the February meeting at the home
songbirds all winter."
of Lilly Fuqua.
Woman's Club plans meeting
The trees will be shipped postThe major lesson on "Different
Types of Decorative Wreaths"
Murray Woman's Club will have a general meeting on Thursday, paid at the right time for planting
between April 1 and May 31 with
was presented by Mrs. Fuqua.
March 10, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. This will not be a dinner
enclosed planting instructions.
She also furnished the herb,
meeting. A table setting contest will be conducted prior to the meeting
The six to 12-inch trees are guar"Sweet Annie," for the brown
with a prize of $25 to the best judged table setting. An update of proanteed to grow or they will be
bag luncheon, and dessert after
jects of Murray-Calloway County Park by club members will be prereplaced free of charge.
the lesson.
sented. Membsrs of Home and Kappa Departments will be hostesses
Members also receive a subReports were given by the treafor the social hour. Martha Andrus, president, and Evelyn Wallis, first
scription to the Foundation's
surer, secretary and Friendship
vice president, urge all members to attend this special meeting.
"Arbor Day" news magazine, The
Committee.
Tree Book with information
The club will meet Wednesday,
Lutheran Church plans event
about tree planting and care, and
March 9, at 11 a.m. at Holiday
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a Lenten worship service on
a membership 'card.
'Inn. Members are requested to
Wednesday, March 9, at 7 p.m. The Rev. David Riley, pastor, will
To become a member of the
bring bars of hand soap for the
speak on "The Ears of Christ." A soup supper will be from 5:30 to Foundation and to receive the
Family Resource Center.
6:30 p.m. prior to the service.

Annual style shows planned

New Concord
Club meets
at Fuqua home

Tuesday, March $
Calloway County School Board/7
p misupenntendont's office
Murray Civic Music Association recital by vocalists Everett and Alicia Hum
McCorvey/8 p m /Lovett Auditorium,
MSU
League of Women Voters and Murray
Branch of AAUW/panel on 'Changes
in Higher Education'/7 p m /Calloway
County Public Library
Almo-Dexter Fire District meeting/7
p m /Temple Hill United Methodist
Church.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m /Chamber of Commerce
Info/Jeann
753-0224, or Linda,
437-4414.
Murray Primary PTO skating
party/6-8 p m /Circus Skating of
Murray
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Hall
Bingo/7 p m.,/Knights of Columbus
building
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m
Info/753-0082.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky 1134,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter open house/7-8
p.m./Hardin Library. Info/1-527-7098
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m 'Murray
Woman's Club House_
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
First United Methodist Church events
include Lenten serviois/Hale Chapel/6
m
First Christian Church events include
Pastor's Class/3.45 p.m.; CWF Group
I11/7.30 p.m. w/Joyce Evans.
First Baptist Church events include
Louella Beddoe Group w/Susie
Malone and Phebian S S. Class w/
Mildred Newton/7 p m , Reita Moody's
S.S. Class w/Angela Rogers/7:30 p m
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Wednesday, March.; 9
Calloway County High School Site
based Council/4 p.m./home economics
room at school
Murray High School Site-based
Council/5 p.m.
Homemakers' Club meetings include
South Pleasant Grove/10 a.m./home of
Inez Butterworth; Paris Road /11 .30
a.m./Sirloin Stockade; New
Concord/11 a.m./Holiday Inn; Harris
Grove/10 a.m./Ellis Center.
Pottertown/10 a.m./Holiday Inn

Paducah's Only Full Service
Maternity Shop
•

41-1

-A41

- Largest And Most
Complete Selection For
Mothers-To-Be In
the Tri-State Area

SIM
605 Broadway • Paducah, KY
443-8870

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
KENT= UNIT RN ANNAN ABOUNCES

I.R.A.s

!Ir.!) Cr)r-nr-li,
...r)

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

753-4703

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping • Payroll
•

753-4347
302 A. North 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

Attend the

Kentucky's first America's Best Teen State Pageant will be April 8
and 9 at Freed M. Curd Auditorium, Collins Center, Murray State
University. Age divisions will be Best Princess, 7 to 9; Best Pre-teen,
10 to 12; and Best Teen, 13 to 18. The different competitions will
consist of interview, evening gown, and sportswear with talent competition optional. There will be prizes in each age division. The winner of Best Teen will have her entry fee and transportation paid to
National America's Best Teen to be held in June at Dallas, Texas. For
more information call Cindy Ellis at 436-5486.

natelUtiO rhed 'Neve

SNAPAtt

Oaks Country Club ladies bridge/9:30
a.m.
Murray Country Club ladies'
bridge/9:30 a.m For reservations or
cancellations/Eva at 753-8584.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Overeaters Anonymous/5 15
p.m./Ellis Community Center.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
discussion/11 a.m /American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities. Free blood
pressure checks/11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Weak, Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray/8:30-1,1:30 a.m.
and 12.30-3 p.m.
Senior Golf League/9 a m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course
Rani for Strblig. Families/Ladies
Class/9:30 a.m. and seminar/7
both for University and Glendale
Churches of Christ at Glendale.—
New Life Christian Center service/7
p m. at 1619 Martin's Chapel Road.

Teen State Pageant planned

M444), ti.te Wend

Wednesday, March •
First Presbyterian Church events
include Spiritual Renewal/4 p m .
ARK./5 p m. Choir Practice/6 30 p m
First Christian Church events include
CFF dinner/5 30 p m &Die classes
and Singles Support Group/6 p m
CFF Options/6 45 p m . Choir/7 30
pm
Memorial Baptist Churc)i events
include Youth and Mission Groups'7
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p m
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer/10
a.m Children's Handbell Choir/3 15
p m., Adult Handbell Choir/4 p.m ,
Youth Club/5 p m , Turner Covenant
Prayer/6 p m , Wesleyan wilnez
Jones/7 p m Ruth Wilson w/Erma
Tuck and Chancel Choir/7 30 p.m
First. Baptist Church events include
Friendship International/9 a m ,
Ladies' Bible Study/10 a m Fellowship Supper/5:30 p m , Library
open/6 15 p.m.: Children's Choirs with
Young Musicians I Parents Night,
Klaymata/6 30 p.m'.; Prayer
meeting/6 45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7 45 p m
Grace Baptist Church events include
Soul-Winning Class/6 15 p m business meeting/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5 15 p.m Soup
supper/6 15 p m Bible Group/7 15
p.m
Student recital by Karen Wood, flute,
and. Tie Wadkins. soprano/8
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU Admission tree
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open/8:30 a.m to 1230 p.m and 1 30
to 430 pm.
National Scouting Museum/open
1230-430 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Land Between the Lakes events
include 'The Seven Wonders of the
Solar System -11 a.m and 2 p m at
Golden Pond Planetarium,, Homeplace and Woodlands/open/9 a.m.-5
p.m

RALLY FOR
STRONG FAMILIES
Seminar
Murray, Kentucky
March 6-9

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.

REALTORS
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"What It Takes to Build a Strong Family"

Glendale Road Church of Christ

10-.00 a.m.
6-00 p.m.

"What It Takes to Build a Strong Family"
"Building the Marriage of a Lifetime"

University Church of Christ

Monday, March 7
7:00 a.m.

Tuesday, March
700 p.m.
Wednesday, March
4.30 a.m.

71:10
( ommori 10.11,
”

University Church of Christ

Men's Breakfast - "The Most Challenging
Thing Men Face in Their Marriages-

University Church of Christ

-Four Things We Must Teach Our Children"

University Church of Christ

"The Missing Ingredient in Tociay's Families"

Glendale Road ILOhurch of Christ

Ladies Class -- The Most Challenging Thing
Women Face in Their Marriages"

Glendale Road Church of Christ

"Rekindling Family Spirit"

Glendale Road Church of Christ
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No. 1 Hogs
place pair
on All-SEC
First Team

1
4
'

'

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — Two
key players in top-ranked Arkansas drive to the Southeastern Conference championship,
Cori's: Williamson and Scotty
Thurman, were named to the
1994 Associated Press AllSEC team announced Monday
night.
Williamson was voted the
Player of the Year in balloting
by a panel of regional spats
writers _and broadcasters.
Joining the Razorback duo
on the first team were Billy
McCaffrey of - Vanderbilt, Dan
Cross of Florida. and the
league's leading scorer,
Wesley Person of Auburn.
Lon Kruger, who steered
Florida to a share of the Eastern Division crown with Kentucky, was voted COith Of the
Year.
Williamson and McCaffrey
were the only unanimous
selections. McCaffrey, who
shared Player of the Year honors with Kentucky's Jamal
Mashburn last year, was the
only repeater from the 1993

SEC TOURNAMENT

-

SEC Tourney
starts Thursday
By TERESA IL WALKER
AP Sports Wrttar
Opponents see Memphis as a
home-court advantage for No. 1
Arkansas in the Southeastern
Conference tournament. Razorback coach Nolan Richardson
says that's not necessarily true.
"I don't know if it's an advantage or a disadvantage." he said
Monday in a conference call. "In
some cases, our kids are from the

Memphis area and sometimes it tournament
may be proves to be a disadvan"The ,Iong haul I've always
tage so many distractions are thought over the entire season
involved.
was the most important because
"All we can do is come over anybody can get hot in three or
and hope we play as well as we four days and win." he said.
have (in the put)."
"The best team doesn't always
Arkansas is the consensus team win the toarnament. It's just
to beat in the tournament starting another incentive for a team
Thursday at The Pyramid in that's been flat to win
Memphis. But SEC coaches feel something."
any team could pull out the
The Razorbacks have won two
league's automatic bid to the games at the pyramid-shaped areNCAA tournament.
na 320 miles from Fayetteville
Richardson,. whose Razorbacks this year." And fans have been
are the SEC's regular season scrambling for tickets and will be
champ, said he thinks the regular buying more after teams drop out,
season is more important than the so a small sea of red is expected
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to add to the 1,325 tickets allotted to Arkansas in a sold-out
Pyramid.
"I think obviously in my mind
Arkansas is the favorite," Alabama coach David Hobbs said.
"They're playing close to home,
they'll have a lot of fans there,
they're the No. 1 team in the
country and deservedly so. I
think they're certainly the
favorite."
Arkansas, who first plays Friday against the winner of
Georgia-L$U, enters the tournament as the top seed in the West-
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•See Page 7

FIRST REGION

icker Tigers face big--t-e-St
against Heath in first round
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

FIRST REGION TOURNEY
GIRLS

MARK YOUNG 1409e, 4 Terms photo

Jason West (left) and his Murray High teammates hope to build on their
Fourth District championship in this week's regional tourney at ROW
Arena.

The time has come for basketAI Pace/ Arens
Monday, larch 7
ball teams in the. First Region and
Graves 48, Mayfield 41
thrOughout the state to put it all
Fuhon County 34, Resdiand 45
Tuesday, March I
on the line.
Marshall Co vs Ballard, 6 p m.
The boys regional tournament
Lone Oak vs Carbsk• Co. 7:30 p m
BOYS
gets underway. Wednesday night
Wednesday, Mitch 9
at Racer Arena with Murray takMurray High vs H•alh. 6 pm
Si Mary vs Heckman Co. 7:30 m
ing on Heath at 6, followed by
Hickman County versus St. Mary.
The winners of those games will by one point.
meet Monday night in the region
"The first tune we played them
semifinals.
it was their first game of the year
Murray, the Fourth District and we were at home," Murray
champion, and Heath, the Second coach Cary Miller said. "In the
District runner-up, have met All-A game, we had the lead, but
twice this season. with Murray we had too many turnovers and
taking an 85-77 win early in the unforced errors. They pounded
season while Heath repaid the the ball inside and we didn't do a
Tigers with a 49-48 victory in the good job against their pressure.
finals of the All-A Classic reg- We didn't play well enough to
ional tournament.
win."
The Tigers, 13-10, won the
In Heath, Murray will face a
Fourth District tournament with team that features a wellwins over Calloway County and balanced offensive attack, with a
Marshall County while Heath pair of 6-5 post players, Michael
.(18-12) defeated Paducah Tilgh- Guthrie and Jeff O'Donley, and
man in the first round of the Sec- guard Damian Klausmeier, an
ond District tournament before accurate shooter from just about
falling to Lone Oak in the finals, anywhere in the half court.
with both games being decided
"This will be a game of two
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1
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even teams," Miller said.
"They're bigger, but hopefully
we're quicker.
"Klausmeier is one of the premier players in the region, and
with those big guys inside and a
few more coming off the bench,
Heath doesn't really have any
weaknesses," he said. "Jimmy
Long does a good job coaching
them, and they play within
themselves."
Miller attributes his team's
recent improvement that landed
them in the First Region tournament to a number of areas. "Our
ballhandling and post play are
better, but the key for us is our
defense; it's been so much better," he said. "We're not making
the mistakes we were making
earlier in the year. We did a great
job of following our gameplan in
the district tournament, and this
team has improved as much as
any team I've ever had.
"In the last few games, we've
played with a lot of enthusiasm,
and the support of our students
has been tremendous," he said.
"Their coming and yelling for us
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Boston ends losing streak at Miami
By STEVEN WINE
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) — The -Boston
Celtics and Miami Heat, two
teams heading in opposite directions since the All-Star break,
unexpectedly changed course
when they met at Miami Arena.
Boston broke an eight-game
road losing streak and beat the

Heat 112-104 Monday. The loss
snapped Miami's team-record
seven-game winning streak.
"We can't sit here and mourn
about it," Heat forward Glen
Rice said. "We just have to
bounce back real strong."
Dee Brown scored six of his 21
points in the final two minutes
for Boston. which shot 61 per-

Compare Our Price & Coverage

ROSS
INSURANCE('
AGENCY
Ronnie Roos
Danny
Ross

You are cordially invited
to attend an

OPEN 910USE
at Murray Elementary School

in the Xobertson Primary Building
on Thursday, March 10, 1994

cent. The Celtics won their second straight game following a
franchise-record 13-game losing
streak.
"Everybody thinks the Celtics
are going to the lottery. We can
still play," Brown said. "Miami
is an up-and-coming team of the
future, and we're in a so-called
rebuilding stage. It felt good to

Vre.rfurrents will be served In the lunchroom.
Your hosts and (wawa will be members
of 'The Kik company.

"Guys that normally don't hit
shots were acting like they didn't
want to miss:. Rice said.
Brown hit nine of 15 shots.
Teammate Sherman Douglas hit
nine of 17 and scored 20 points.
Miami's Grant Long hit 10 of
12 shots and scored 24 points.
Rony Seikaly had 22 points and
14 rebounds.

Driesell dancing back into NCAA
By JOE MACENKA
AP Sports Writer
RICHMOND, Va.(AP) — Fifteen minutes after making .the
NCAA tournament for the first
time in eight years, Lefty Driesell
was back to his old wisecracking
self.
Driesell's James Madison
Dukes came beck from a I9-point
deficit in Monday night's Colonial Athletic Association championship game, beating Old Dominion 77-76 on a 3-pointer at the
buzzer by Kent Culuko.
The victory gives them the
league's automatic berth in the
64-tearn NCAA field, a berth that

tradiuonally has translated into a
15th or 16th seed in a regional.
James Madison's seeding
shouldn't be any different. The
Dukes haven't beaten ranked all
year, they're making their first
NCAA tournament appearance
since 1983, and they're coming
off four consecutive first-round
losses in the National Invitation
Tournament.
That didn't stop Driesell from
"smiling broadly at he proclaimed
maybe it was time for some
respect.
"I think we ought to be seeded
first with that Comeback, you
know?" he said. "Yeah, lint in

AUTOMATIC BIDS
Central Florida — Trans America
James Madison — Goional
Liberty — Big Souti•
Loyola, Md. — MeAto Altanttc
Poppet-dine — West Coast
Pennsylvania — Ivy League
Rider — Northeast
Southern hlinol. — Masourt Valley
Southwest Texas State — Southland
Tennessee-Chattanooga — Southern
Tennessee State — Ohio Valley

the East."
Not likely, but Driesell will
take it anyway.
Also qualifying for the NCAAs
with conference tournament titles
Monday night were:

— Loyola, Md., an 80-75 winner over Manhattan in the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference.
— Liberty, a 76-62 winner
over Campbell in the Big South
Conference.
— Southern Illinois, a 77-74
winner over Northern Iowa in the
Missouri Valley Conference.
— Pepperdine, which beat San
Diego 56-53 in the West Coast
Conference.
In Top 25 games Monday
night, No. 9 Massachumms beat
Duquesne 69-52 in the semifinals
of the Atlantic 10 tournament and

•See Page 7
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BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***

from 4 °dock unti,I 6 o'cloc1.
in the afternoon.

stop their best winning streak in
history."
In other NBA games Monday
night, New York beat Detroit
99-85, the L.A. Lakers beat Milwaukee 106-84, and Portland
took Golden State 137-108.
The Celtics won by hitting 45
of 74 shots. They made 64 percent in the first half.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

• Auto Insurance...
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Arkansas hogging Pyramid

(UM.

The second team 'consisted
of Auburn's Aaron Swinson,
Kentucky's Travis Ford, South
Carolina's Jamie Watson, Mississippi State freshman Erick
Dampier and Florida's Craig
Brown.
Kentucky placed two on the
third team, Tony Delk and
Rodrick Rhodes. Others on the
third unit were Antonio
McDyess of Alabama, Daffy!
Wilson of Mississippi State,
Jamie Brandon of Louisiana
State and Ronnie McMahan of
Vanderbilt. Brandon and
McMahan tied for their spot.
-- Williamson averaged 19.4
points and 7.2 rebounds' per
game. He heads into the conference tournament in Memphis this week as the league
leader in field goal percentage
(65).
He received five votes for
Player of the Year. Cross had
two and Person. Thurman and
Swinson one each.
In the Coach of the Year
voting, Kruger got eight, while
Nolan Richardson of Arkansas
and Rob Evans of Mississippi
got one each.
Person averaged 22.3 points
and 6.5 rebounds during the
regular season. McCaffrey
ranks third in scoring at 20.8
points per game and was second in free throw shooting,
hitting 87.3 percent.

AP TOP TWENTY-FIVE

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!
Cooper WAREHOUSE TIRE

Call 753-4563

TIRCS

For Instalicition and Snrvice
512 South 12th St., Murray

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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SPORTS

BRIEFS
Calloway sixth graders place third
Calloway County won throe games to place third in the Marshall
County Sixth Grade Girls Basketball Tournament two weeks ago.
Led by all-tournament team members Brooke Lencki and 1Calista
Cunningham, Calloway defeated Graves 37-14 and 38-33 and
North Marshall, 34-8. Their only loss came against South Marshall,
29-27.
Members of the team were: Lencki, Cunningham, Jelin' Pigg,
Tiffany Lassiter, Bethany O'Rourke, Samantha Woodall, Christie
McCuisuon, and Becky Eldridge.
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went five innings, striking out six
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Tim•S
and giving up just twn runs.
Reliever Mau Seely picked up his
The Murray State Thoroughsecond save of the season with
breds split two games each with
two scoreless innings of work.
Bradley and Tennessee-Martin in
Bradley also downed
action on Saturday and Sunday at
Tennessee-Martin on Saturday
Reagan
Field.
Former Murrayan sinks hole-in-one
10-4. On Sunday, the Braves
Murray State lost to Bradley
Former Murray resident George Landolt of Nashville, Tenn.,
scored a 9-1 win over the Pacers
8-4 on Saturday, before defeating
shot a hole-in-one on the /58-yard, No. 14 with a 5-iron at the
before Murray State edged BradUT-Martin 5-2. On Sunday, the
Richland Country Club last Friday. Witnesses were former Murrayley 2-1.
'Breds downed Bradley 2-1, then
an Larry Evans, Adam King and Barkley Bloodworth.
lost a 5-3 cqntest to the Pacers.
Singles from Culp and Gal"Obviously', we really did kiss
lagher plated the Thoroughbreds
Donovan moves on to Marshall University our sisters this weekend," MSU a run in the second, and after
coach Mike Thieke said. "There
Bradley tied the game in the
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.(AP) — Kentucky assistant Billy Donowere a lot more positive things
third, Murray State's Greg Barvan was chosen Marshall -basketball coach, making him the
than negative things for us. We
rett plated the winning run in the
youngest coach in NCAA Division I.
had a couple of real good pitchbottom of the fifth with an RBI
Donovan, 28, replaces Dwight Freeman, who will resign at the
ing performances, and we hit the
single. Sophomore pitcher
end of the season. Donovan has served under Kentucky coach Rick
ball well at times."
Michael Lewis threw 4 2/3 strong
Pitino since the 1990-91 season.
On Saturday, the 'Breds had
Donovan
would
be
paid
said
Marshall athletic director Lee Moon
innings, while Marcus Logan
three hits each from Chris Mod560438 and has a verbal commitment for four years, although state
picked up the win in relief by
delmog
and Chris Godwin in the
law limits Donovan to a one-year contracL
striking out four in 2 1/3 shutout
opening loss to Bradley. Starting
innings.
pitcher Keith Gallagher threw
In the finale, UT-Martin scored
just one inning, giving up three
a 5-3 win, as MSU had just three
runs, but did have two hits at the
hits — including a triple by Culp.
plate.
The 'Breds, now 3-4, host
In the second game, Matt
NCAA tournament's bubblee—fer-- Culp's_tun>_rua homer and nod-. Freed-Hardeman on Tuesday and
FROM PAGE-Swin's two-run double paced a
Arkansas State on Wednesday.
at-large bids.
ern Division and the country's
Both games are 2 p.m. starts at
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino four-run first inning that made a
No. 1 team for four straight said playing well in the league winner out of Adam Wilson, who
Reagan Field.
weeks.
tournament isn't as important for
History may go against Arkanhis Wildcats, Florida or the
sas, winners of 12 straight games. Razorbacks since those teams
The No. 1 seed has won the tour- have NCAA bids locked up.
ney only five times since it was
"It's very important for VanSponsored By:
revived in 1979.
derbilt, for Mississippi State for
Several teams are on a hot teams that aspire to do that and
streak coming into the tournaneed wins to do that," he said.
'See me for all your fan* insurance needs.'
ment. Kentucky (23-6) have won
Georgia coach Hugh Durham
305 N. 12th St., Murray
10 of their last 13, and Florida sees a field of hungry teams that
(next to Century 21)
(23-6) nine of their last 12. Ala- also includes much-improved
753-9827
bama (18-8) has revived a 35 Auburn, Mississippi and an
Like
a good neighbor,
start and has a history of playing
unlucky LSU.
State Farm is there.
its best at tourney time.
"When you look out there and
Stale Farm Insurance Companies
Vanderbilt (16-10) and Mississee the performance of teams
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
sippi State (17-9) come in needlately, I think that it's not locked
Montreal vs Boston st Foil Myens Fla, 1205 p.m.
ing victories to move off the up by anybody."
EXHIBITION BASEBALL
Florida (sal vs Kilned City (us) al Heinle City,

Jane Rogers Ins.
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II Quicker Tigers...
FROM PAGE 6
was a big key to our success in
the district tournament."
Miller said rebounding will be
a big key to Wednesday's game.
"All five of their starters can
score; they have a good insideoutside game and we can't let
them have more than one shot,"
he said. "We also need to stay
out of foul trouble and try to contain Klausmeier. It's hard to shut
him down, but hopefully we can
contain him. And if we can get
our running game going and be
patient at the same time like we
did in the district tournament,
we'll have a chance to win.
"This district and the Second
District have been two of the
strongest this season from top to
bottom," Miller said. "This is the
14th time I've coached a team in
the regional tournament, and
sometimes the draw works in

your favor and sometimes it
doesn't. But you've got to win
your first game if you want to
play any more."
Miller said that although the
game is at Racer Arena, where
the Tigers played Marshall County in the Fourth District championship game, it won't give his
team a big advantage over Heath
for Wednesday's matchup. "It
helps us a little bit being in town
and it doesn't hurt that we've
already _played a game at Racer
Arena, but with the emotion at
this time of year, you've got to
be ready to play," he said. "Once
you get to the region, it's a threegame tournament.
"We played two super opponents in the district tournament
and we hope to carry some of
that play over to the regional," he
said. "You play the whole season
for this time right here."

•Driesell dancing...
FROM PAGE 6
No. 12 Temple beat George
Washington 54-34 in the other
semifinal. Also, No. 24 Penn beat
Columbia 89-69. The Dukes' victory broke a string of disappointments that has followed Driesell
since he was forced out of his
Maryland coaching job after the
cocaine-induced death of Len
Bias in 1986.
Driesell took the James Madison job six years ago, and after
one year to rebuild, he led the

Dukes to either a share of the
regular-season CAA title or the
outright crown the next five
years.
"I've been coaching 37 years.
We won the NIT. We beat several teams ranked No. 1 in the
country. We won the ACC tournament," hesaid. "But I've never had a win like this. This is the
greatest win I've ever been associated with as a player or as a
coach."
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Fit, 1205 pm
Los Angeles ve, New Yak Yankees at Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 1215 p.m
Toronto vs Bellmore at St. Peteriturg, Fla., 1205
fl.fn_.
lannesota vs. Chicago White Sox a Sarasota.
Fla., 12:05 p.m
Kansas Oty (as) vs Cleveiand at Winter Haven,
FM., 12:05 pm
Detroit va. Trims at Port Cheri**, Fla.. 1230 p m
San Diego vs. San Francisco at Scottsdale, Ariz..
2:0S
Chicago Cubs vs Oakland at Phoenix. 216 p.m.
Coloreds) vs Seale at Peon& A62.. 2:05 p.m
California vs Milwaukee at Charidlor. Aitz , 205
pm

pm.

Service After The Sale!
8Husqvarna
MODEL CRTS I
Even in We heron+ Oft. OM bold. 6* tiller digs
rpm in it,t.ts co van esell to be 0411 01 the most
derriendong Ansi monde
Ourable Ors
geed, S can be apace** trorn
Remerliabiy
either Nee or Oohs 1
• 5 hp Briggs and Su* ion:lenge* wrong enoygri tor
the toughest sole
• Counts,- towing 2' tharneter tines reach 226 RPM
at tull throats to Dm* soil thoroughly
• 17.irtch ii widen wvd 7wasition *moth stake
• Adaremble ens shields to plow young three
ston tang between rows A Mature many Mars
lack.
• Cul-Nsel gear stills dr*shah lot ong N. Tries
mewed te en Hedy replaced shear pan

RATIONAL LEAGUE
W L
OM.
0 1.000
3
1
750
St Louis
3
1
750
3
2
800
kaabrgri
3
Rtlibu"
2
400
2
2
500
A
Ft ndIa
2
2
500
Los Angeles
2
2
500
San F rancieco
2
2
500
New Yolk
2
3
100
Montreal
1
2
333
Cincinnati
1
3
250
1
Colorado
3
250
San Diego
0
3
000
NOTE: SpItequad games count in stand*" les
or college games do not
Illeistay's Goatee
Aland 2. Neer Yon' Yankees 1
Baltimore
Philedebthis 5
Pittsburgh 3, Chicago WWI' Sox (so 2
Toronto Mt) 3, St Louis 7
Minnesota 7, Montreal 2
Karam City 14. Detroit 0
Houwon e, Florida 1
Ni. York Mats 7, Los Angels* 1
Texas 4. Boston 2
Chicago WM* Sox MN 7, Toronto se)
Oakland vs. Settle at Peorta, Ariz ppd rain
Chap° Cube 6. San Frandsco
Colorado 9, California 2
San Dego 3, Milwaukee 3, $4e. 11 inrsngs
'Cleveland 3, Cincinnati 1
Tuesday's Games
Houston vs AM* at West Paint Beach, Fla..
12:05 pm
New York Meta vs Florida (sa) at Metoume. Fla .
1206 pm
Cincinnati vs. Philedelphia at Clearwater, Fla
1215 pm
St Louis vs PwnMsngl a Bradenton Fit ¶206
m

Keep Up The
Trend.
Recycle This
Newspaper
Again. 7-VC)'

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
EAST
Penn $9, Columbia IN
Pnnoston $3. Coma. 56
Providence 73, Georgetown 57 OT
Anemic 10 Corderence
Senialnals
Massachusetts 69. Duquesne 52
Ternpie 51, George Washington 3/
Big South Confereece
Champion*,
Libeaty 76 Cariwbel 62
Centhiel Athletic Association
Champagne,*
James litedlson 77 Old Dornimon 76
Metre Anon* Athletic Cosforeece
Championship
Lords, Md $0. Manhattan 75
Ilidteratinent Contemn*
Ilernelnale
II -Chicago U. Vagsaratee 79
WM -Green Bay 93. Cleveland St 63
McMeekin, Collegiate Conferee*
Sem finals
Detroit Mercy 79, Xavier Ohio 75
Evansville 61, Butler 66
Iheasuri Ytaiary Conference
Cit.,,-S lances 77, N lows 74
Mere MINIM Confereece
Sent ifgals
Drerel $5, Ni. Hampshire 75
*me 79, Hanford 74
Wen Comet Confereac•
Championship
Papperdine 56. San Chrego 53

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

— QUALITY PRODUCTS —
The Place To Buy Your Tiller

`Li

Peru Cid-AK- 1111

Commercial and
Private Vendors I
Reserve Your Booth Now
for the

New and Used
ToollHardwarelEquipmen
Show & Sale
Saturday, May 21
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday, May 22 *
Noon - 5 p.m.

MSU Expo Center + Free Admission
• New and Used Tools, All Types Hardware
• 14 x 10 Foot Booth Space - Includes Two 6 ft. Tables
•$30 Booth Rental

,
Call Jim Vaughan at (502) 762-6896 for
booth reservation. Booths will be reserved on
a "first call" basis.
MSU

15 Cu. Ft.
Frost-Proof Refrigerator

753-4461

(

Friday, March 11th
Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken
Seafoods, Country Ham & Short Orders

Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
•

ut

Last Main St

/
1
4

Only$
499
• 2 Full-Width, Sliding Shelves
• 2 Door Shelves
• 1 Fruit/Vegetable Crisper
• Energy Saver Switch
• Textured Reversible Doors
• Optional Ice Maker

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY

Owner: Sue Williams

lealwese
Ws easiest beam
Mae:
se
66 13•1043, eiblew as chew

law,n.!
p ?,!acolor Ce7n.1.,er

Holland Motor Sales

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Clatiee Lie lemersime Csameny Load *Ai'
dirmenerl bre kW Beet This Nu* imbleame
Firelbeilli strength and inallthty

1AI
81
0

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us lor Rates

Cypress Springs Restaurant

Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
602-759-M80

8689

P
Ctr:cp a

Open Everyday except Monday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

M. WAYNE
BENNETT

1111A-INS

Semite
Bowon
Kansas City
Texas
Ositland
Cleveland
Detroit
Chicago
Toronto
thlwaukee
New York
Baltimore
Cations'
Minnesota

,ittioca.:-_-ordorde4wAtrogioti-#4**.•
REOPENING!
/

On Tor-deferrai Anotalles

7

Thoroughbreds split
with Bradley, UTM at
home over weekend

•Arkansas hogging...

id.
illy

7

436-5496

Court Square - Murray

753-1711

8

1.4t_•HKA
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t
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EDUCATION
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools

(753-2193).

Nlierou
Reim
xi, ‘,
Ward

E

753-1

MONEY SOUP
start up bus'
growth, develop
pension invent
age buyout etc
pay ceSh for y
gage (502) 492

MUSIC DJ all ex
Brian Pataluna

Fifth grader Amy Lorry (center) won the DARE bear during a drawing at
Southwest Elementary. She is pictured with teacher Gail Turner (left)
and Murray Police Sgt Melo*, Jones.

OPEN Pizza Mai
Open 5pm
Mon Wed Pizzt
hot sandvaches,
bread sbcka C
carry out 474
1-800-649-3804

Murray firefighters Bruce Leaven and Charlie Scott discuss their jobs to
primary students at East Elementary

1994 MEDD

Courtney Starks (left) and student teacher Marcy Back Introduce the
reading of "How to Eat Fried Worms" to Murray Elementary students
who ate Gummi Worms.

Students at Calloway Middle, Steve Orris, Matt Keel, Josh Burchett,
Matt Yezerski and Thomas Ross do shrink art

•Air
•

INFORMA7
Medicare sum
insurance LI
standanzed
plans and we
all 10.
The pert A du
you. Of yr
insurance
must pay has
increased to S
1994.
For more info'
.call:

McCONNI
INSURAN
AGENC

4111.,2,

Chelsea Miller and Jeremy Johnson, students at Southwest, brought
100 objects to celebrate the 100th day of school

753-4191
or usages"
1400-455-4
32.nd year d

The Co
Wag
Tack &

121 South at '
Mayfield, KY 4

Murray primary students Brad Warner, Matthew Wells and Bill Burgess
study the solar system

.411

Ryan Gray, Nathan Fortener and Thomas Ross examine a branch to find
characteristics of a Poplar Tree in their sixth grade science class.

502-251-341

Mon.-Sat. 1i
Shelia Tucker

Parent volunteer Mary Paterson prepares a science activity materials
for North Elementary fourth-grade teacher Janis Hicks. Also pictured:
Lisa Frank, Amy Paterson, Sara George, Britany Henderson and Daryl
Cole.

Inc
B„ A
Page
Cal

7
MMS fifth graders Amy RIcherson, Rebekah Travis and Lindsay Krouse
share the poster, map and travet brochure they made as part of an
interdisciplinary unit titled "Create a Colony."
Karen Falwell's class at North displays their astronaut helmets while
iearning about the moon and space travel.

Tommy Cunningham brings the farm to preschoolers as part of a sixweek unit in parenting class. He Is pictured with Nathan Graves.

Every Ti

f

Knights
KY

Volunteer Barnbl Bandana works with her daughter
Raquel BandaTa, on an accelerated reader program

East student

Bill Cowan and Sarah Stallons, representing the CCHS student council,
donated $50 to United Way.

- TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - PUZZLES -

MMS sixth grader Brlanne Costello Is holding a diagram of the fable
"The Fox and the Grapes," which she made while studying fables.

The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.

CHECKLIST
Your chthis oducatboo us

important to us

94 West to ,
Hale Road

Office. 7531 -800-THELo
Daily,

Terry
Tatlock
Licensei
Agent

very

That is why we

carry • large inventory of educational
sod enjoyment reading material to
Child Development Center

help your child learn and grow
through their primary years.

Saturday Workshops
Educational Supplies For
Parents / Teachers, Daycares,
Sunday School Teachers.

Come by and me the many different
tides tee lame to War.

REIPETIE

Chootoot HSU
Murray

Downtown Murray • 753-5968

•

Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Weeks To 5 Years

MAJOR
INDIVI
We represer
companies
eral, CNA, Er
pal Mutual,
Washington I
possible rah
Companies
Terry at: 75

Gate B Germiston Dinkier
Karevr E Maori Aenssiant Dwilcior

McCon

159 South 15th • Murray • 7E3-5227

905 Syc

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY

MARCH S

9

1994

CLASSIFIED
1126

Notice

Nodes

NlierowilVt`

SEARS

Itl`pair
.111 iti and,

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

Ward Elkins
75:3-1713
v-

MONEY SOURCES For
start-up businesses
growth. development. exasension . inventory, leverage buyout etc We also
pay c,a5h tor your mort
gage (502) 492 8542
MUSIC DJ all occassoons
Brian Pataluna 762 2043
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon Wed Pizza salads
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474 8119 or
1 800-649 3804

1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Me4icare supplement
insurance is now
standanzed an 10
plant and we write
all 10
The part A deductible
you, Of your

JUMP start your crop with
AMPLIFIED 0from Conklin
Products, made by university of Arizona A seed ger
mination aid helps seed
over come stress Better
root & stem formation provides added energy to
seed helps increase stand
& yield Cost about $2./acre
753-0833
USE WEX (from Conklin
Products) for effective
spraying Makes water wetter, promotes uniform
spreading, increases penetrabon, reduces foaming,
assists in suppenson of
chemicals at a cost of
50/acre 753-0833
WANT to lease /
1
2 acre
dark fired tobacco
492-8159
AS SEEN ON T V

EARN TO DRIVE

insurine

TRACTOR-TRAILERS

must pay has been
increased to $696 in
1994.
For more information

NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE
I RAC TON. TAMER TRAMIG CENT F

.call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY

UNIANOMI, T N

753-4lee
er Nadeau's,*
1-000455-4199
*ow 32ari year el anise

1-800-334-1203

.,..-; -•:•,-iyi, ,,,, •••••
— -../' 14'.•-•;0

fa'

502-251-3417

PAYING more than $1,860
per month for nursing home
care? You're paying too
Much- private pay facility,
you choose doctor, hospital pharmacy TN has $250
rebate nionthly, your cost
then $1 600 Puryeer Nursing Home Puryear, TN
38251 901 247 3205

Hours.Mon-Sat.10 a m -6 p.m., Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Shelia Tucker
Jerry & Lisa O'Bryan

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

BURLINGTON OFFERS:
•No sip seating
.1.31e model equipment
▪ Excellent payibigh

Wig
Waded

miles
-Service credit for
vacation
(exp'd driver)
-Exp'd dnver sign-on
bonus

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to
$2 00044mo working on
cruise ships Of land tour
companies World travel
(Hawaii, Mexico Carri
bean) Summer and full &
Training is available
bme employment available
for the inexperienced
No experience necessary
driver. For details call:
For more information call
1-706-354-6900 ext 0910----4-800-995-5832
24hrs

Experienced drivers
can learn more about
Burlington by meehng
with our Driver Recruiter, Don McFarland, or

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Frye days a week
between 8 00arn-3 00pm
We are an EOE This project is funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA

EARN up to $3,000/mo processing mortgage refunds
in your area No experience
necessary 502-569-1962
EAST WORK! EXCELLENT PAYI Assemble products at home Call toll free
1-800-467-5566 EXT
8047
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary Now hiring. For
info call 219-794-0010 ext
7159, 8arn-9pm. 7 days.
Worker needed for lawn
care company. 753-6986.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

UglyDuckling
America s Second Car

• ,

, orations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For
Office 753-6910
1 -800-THE-DUCK

Moving

112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

mrs

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including, Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contcitt
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

POSTAL JOSS $12 26/hr
to start plus benefits Postal
carriers, sorters, clerks,
maintenance For an application & exam information,
call 1-219-736-4715 ext.
P3482, Sam-8pm- 7 days.

EMPLOYMENT Notice.
Full & part-time posbbons.
Crosslands Golf & Country
Club, Benton, KY (adjacent
to Jonathon Creek) Currently accepting applications & resumes for Pro
Shop & course maintenance (knowledge of golf is
desirable). Forward to RI 5
Box 454 A, Benton, KY
42025.

TOP Nabonal Company offers outstanding benefit
program, no experience required Well train you for a
position that asures you of
a future Above average
potential Must be high
school grad or equivalent
with some typing ability
Possibly some travel. Apply
to Kentucky Finance Co.,
106 S 5th St, Murray. See
Mike Blernker

EXPERIENCED painters
needed immediately Call
753-8823 for more
information.
REVOLUTIONARY Horne
Mailing Program, for info.
send SASE + $1 to PO Box
1040 I, Murray, KY 42071.
Advisor,
SAFETY
$2150/mo. Company wit
Call Mon -Fri,
train
only
9am-1pm
615-399-8269.

Mayisg Company

PART' time -maintenance
helper Apply in person at
Southside Manor Apartments, 906 Broad St. Ext.
between gam-11am No
phone calls please!

Burlington

WANTED OTR truck driver
with 2yrs. experience, CDL
with hazmat required.
502-759-4009.
WIGGINS Fu
of Muir

North
lane,
for
ound
Apply at
W
Furniture
9am-59m, Mon-Sat

REDI<EN

759-1874

Fringe Benefits

FULL-time position avail
able for a daycare teacher
Experience helpful Apply
at Sunshine Center Christian Daycare, Hwy 94 East.

Manicure
(Hot Wax)

$30 Haircut
$8 Shades
Eq Color

$10

S20

Formerly Sun Sensations
—arid—
Norma jeane's Nails

KNOTH'S has opening for
dishwasher Apply in person, Wed March 9th between 11am-6pm
759-1712

604112 Broad Ext.

MAINTENANCE/
ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN Plumley Companies,
Silicone Products Division,
Pans, TN seeks individuals
for MAINTENANCE/
ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN with experience in
mechanics, electronics, hydroulics, pneumatios, general maintenance, welding
and machining ITT training
or military electronic training a plus Mail resume to
Plumley Companies, PO
Box 758, Paris, TN 38242
Attention Silicone Plant
Personnel M/F EOE

Hodge, Noel & Associates
Vric Income Tat

Professionals'

INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS
FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL
SALES TAX • CORPORATE
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA

915 Coldwater Rd.

(502) 753-6069

CLEANING houses a my
business Reliable and experienced: references Call
Linda 759-9653

STATE LINE
WESTERN WORLD
Is having a howling good sale this
month on name brands like Rocky
Mountain, Wrangler, Roper. Acme.
Bailey, Big Horn, and many more So
shop with us, compare
prices & return for savings
you'll appreciate
STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD if
located i I miles vest el Hazel on
1193 wen Look for brow & orange
sign at the yellow fate011 1461 in
Hazel Open Mon Set 10 5

PTA
•

502-492-6 1 44

Business on
a Budget?
Run this DO corvistency ad in Classifiedsevery day,Inducting the Shopper.
fcx S160 o month (paid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4687
FIREWOOD also tree lief
V$ON 436 2562

LOVING mother will care
for children in her home
753-6278

SEASONED firewood for
saki $30/nca 436-2458

MOTHER of 2 will babysn in
Pier home CPR certified
References 753-1197

THE woodmaster a beck'
Call now for good seasoned firewood that stacks
up' 753-9235

WILL clean houses, rea
sociable rates references
437-4064

Padden
Wanted
ALTERATIONS and re
paws Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew,
Country Square. isoe N
121, Murray 753-6981
SEWING lobs wanted in
eluding formal wear
753-1061
1G0

THE woodmaster is back,
Call now for good sea
toned firewood that stacks
upl 753.9235

A 18 STORE ROUTE Contemporary Greeting Card
Business. No selling. Requires 8-10hrs per week
Income to $1.000+ a week.

Investment
$15,600 1-800-822-7454
RETAIL store for sale. Inquires PO Box 1040-F,
Murray, KY
1•10
Want
To Bit/
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.
WANT to buy 16ft Jon
boat motor & trailer Good
condition 615-232-4294
150
Articles
For Sale

NOM

220
Kiska
MARRELL guitar. else or
acusbc, band new $450, &
Kramer guitar, raw $200 2
Violin Strativanos made
1758, one $1000 and $800
436-2102
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walung die
tame to collets 753-5209
VACANT 2br furnished
$200 753-5292

lAUR.CAL Apennine's now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3bt apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opponunity

*Me

NEWLY constructed 2br
duplex. w/d hookup
$400/mo 753-0472

Noss Leis Per

Rest

MOBILE home lots for rent
492 8488
3ra
BURRIS*/

Rentals

HARD to believe that office
space on the courtsquare in
downtown Murray a afford
able & evadable but K a &
Debbie an tell you at about it Call 753-1266
PARIS, TN approximately
8500 square foot in shopping center Extremely high
traffic count Ideal loosion
for retail outlet in devekiping retwement & trade center Principals only
901-642-8781 weekdays

KILL ROACHES! Buy EN- RETAIL or Office Space In
FORCER OverNite Roach S. Side Shopping Center
Spray or OvecNise Pest 753-4500 or 753-6612.
C-oncentrate'

SUN tanning beds new &
used, financing available
Parts, service & supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
7 5 3 - 9 2 7 4 .
1-800-540-9790
TOSHIBA copy machine
SD 370, $150 753-8747
TURQUOISE prom dress,
size 16, $40 489-2436, if
no answer leave message

160

Home
Furnishings
BLONDE dresser/chest,
lung w b, king bedspread/
curtains, navy stratalounger, coffee/end table set
753-0789
PATIO/deck furniture,
white PVC with cushions, 4
chairs, table. 2 chaise
lounges & stool 8 pieces
for $300 753-1206 or
759-1020 after 6pm
USED carpet & pad, avocado green, size 20X12
Also carpet & pad, cream
plush size 12X12 $75 for
both 489-2257

270
MobIle
Homes For SAN
14X60 MOBILE home
many extras
Nice
759-9600
14X70 FENCED in lot with
garage & paved drive
753-6816

2BR, 14 bath Stove, refrigerator, dish washer furnished Days 753-6266,
nights 759-1506.
2BR, 1 bath on Wiswel Rd
5325/mo. 1-901-642-8897
leave meggage.

We Move
Mobile Homes
5024374608

NICE duplex 21x, central
ha, appliances furnished
Coiernen RE 753-9898
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southold. Manor, 906
Broad St Extended between 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
SUMMER'S coming beau
tiful lake duplex, boat ramp,
each 2br, w/d hook up,
15min from Murray Top
$350/mo bottom $275/mo
527-9639
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms, an
secesii=
big. Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilidaie Apts,
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113

PRE-OWNED Homes
Hurry while they last! 1311
2br, 12X60 only $2,995
now $1,995 $323 2br,
12X60 was $3,995 now
$2,995 #253 2br, 12X60
was $5,995 now $4,995
*357 2br. 12X65 was
$2,500 now $1,500 *344
2br. 14X70 $500 down &
$196 per month Repol
*305 14X70 Repo $500
down & $125 per month
Many more pre-owned &
Repo homes to choose
from, See these at. Volunteer Homes, Hwy 79 East.
Pans, TN 901-642-4486
WHY PAY RPM With
10% down payment and
with approved credit, you
can own your Amencan
Dream and payments less
than rent Lakeland Quality
Homes 28X48. 3bt, $296
per mo 16X80. 3br. $216
per ma 16X60, 2br, $186
per ma 14X70, 3br, $196
per mo 14X56, 2br, $140
per,. mo Jack Thompson,
Terry Lynch Lakeland
Quality Homes, Inc Hwy
641, 2 mites North of Ben
ton 502-527-5253

4BR house 1603 Olive,
small 3br house 1603;4
Olive 492-8225
4BR, natural gas heat, a/c,
& appliances, lease, deposit & references required
492-8526
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3br, 2 bath, brick $650/mo
lease & deposit required
753-4109
360

Few Rsat
0, 1....
Brakes for rent, Pro Two,
for vinyl siding 436-2701.
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Onnter
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905
370
Limetock
& Supplies
REGISTERED Arabian
horse mare 16 hand's
$900 436-2102

Offers a Complete Line of.
• Green Houses
• Outside Float System

• Soil-Less Mixes
• Finished Plants

• Rost Trays

• Started Plants

Now booking started & finished plants.
Construction available on greenhouses.

(502) 435-4415

$52 900
ft.
BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms, 2 full baths,
28 great room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat &
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basement and other
options available.
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq.

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Over 01,611 Soaps/ Cargeasare
Senor 1958

2BR Grogan's Trailer Park
Applienoes & water fern
Coleman RE
ished
753-9SN

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003
(502)554-3267

1

90.

2BR house on So 7th St.
$350/no. lease & deposit
required 753-4109.

LYNN GROVE FEED 8t SEED, INC.

1-900-831-3239

•

2BR, 1 bath 503 Pine,
stove, refrigerator, w/d, gas
heat No pets $295/mo
Lease & deposit 753-7210

Tobacco Farmers

ORAF1TE golf clubs new,
1-3-5 woods 3 thru pw
Irons 759-9874

CLASSIFIED

NEW Imp duplex, 2 full
baths, gas heat in private
area, lease & deposit.
$500/ino No pets, Days
753-1155
nights
753-1623

Makes 2 gallons Kills
320
roaches overnight Of your
Apertramai
money back, GUARANFor Rent
TEED! Available at: Coast
to Coast, 604 N 12th St, 1 ,2,313D apts Furnished,
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duMurray, KY
very nice near MSU No piex appliances furnished,
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 central gas heat & air.
RAINBOW vacuums, all pets
models 2yr warranties days 753-0606 after 5pm
$475/mo 1 rno deposit, 1
starting $339-$699 Ray 1I3R, central hia, w/d hoo- yr lease No pets Call
Russell Vacuum Shop kup, water & appliances 753-2905
443-7720
furnished No pets Re339
hence & deposit requned,
250
Roams
$235/mo 753-3949
Business
For Rom
1BR water & appliances
Services
furnished No pets Re- 1614 OLIVE, all utilities
K T I and Associates offer hence' & deposit required, furnished. kitchen & living
room privileges Coleman
trig a full line of investigative $185/mo 753-3949
services Bel Air Center
RE 753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near down753868 or 436-6099
town Murray. 753-4109

2BR, 1 bath duplex, garage
with automatic door
opener, dish washer, gar16X72 1991 ATLANTIC
bage disposal, w/d hook2br, 2 bath 13 acres
up central hia, $450hno
753-1014
iyr lease Day 753-7688
1985 BUCCANEER, nights 759-4703
14X72, 2br, 1'4 bath, lots
2BR duplex, nice neighborBOGARD trucking and ex- of extras,
excellent condihood, newly decorated. Recavating. inc We haul top
tion Located in Coach Esference deposit required
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
tates 759-4453
No pets $275/mo.
rock, np rap 759-1828
1993 FRANKLIN 16X80, 436-2816 anytime
IS your home safe? Home $24,000 Firm 753-6384,
2BR townhouse, new, spasecurity is inexpensive, after 5pm
cious, all appliances includadds value & peace of mind
to your home For informa- CUMMINGS Meter Poles. ing washer & dryer
Specializing in mobile 753-4573
tion call 328-8944.
home electric services. 200
LADIES gold Pulsar watch, amp. $375. 100 amp $325. 2BR, water furnished Located 1601 Farmer,
$75 Size sm wedding 435-4027
$300/mo Coleman RE
dress $400 753-0789
CUSTOM order or buy your 753-9898
MATTRESSES, any size
home from stock. One of
Buy factory direct! Ask ab- the Southeast's largest & 4BR 2 bath apts available
out our Repads! Smith Mat- oldest dealerships of qual- now Centel hia, appli
cances furnished Located
tress
Factory
ity built, energy efficient
on Diuguid Coleman RE
502-851-3160.
manufactured homes
753-9898
Dinkins
Mobile Homes
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36 cut to length Inc , Lake Hwy 79E, Pans, A 2BR, 2 bath duplex, gas
heat, garage Available
in 10 colors, galvanized TN. 1-800-642-4891.
Coleman RE
and galvalume Secondary NICE 14X75 2br, 2 bath, now
753-9898
if available Portable car- Sunshine,
$13,000
port kits 489-2722 or 753-1481 after 5pm
EMBASSY 2br, central
489-2724
gas, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898.
PROM dress mauve, size
7-8 with matching pumps
$75 437-4240
BIG stock of fiberglass for
underpinning and roofing
Starting as low as $2 per
sheet. Paschall Floor Coyenng,
mile south of
Hazel, KY on Hwy 641
Phone 498-8964

Apartmeses
Per Real

F▪ es▪ Riot

800 220050 ft Coleman
RE 753-9198

Iluslasea
Opponent/

WEDDING dress size 8
474-2744

NOW taking applications
for responsible depend
able, mature employees
Must work evenings &
weekends Guaranteed
hours Apply after 4pm
Thur Sun , Pizza Magic.
Aurora No phone calls

Physical Therapist
Assistant. Full time
position for in patient.
out patient and home
health visits. Competitive Salary. Good
Benefits. Excellent
Working
Environment. Send resume to
Lisa McGar, PT Director. -Parkway Regional Hospital, 2000
Holiday Ln., Fukon.
Ky. 42041, or call her
at (502) 472-2522
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
weekdays. EOE M/F

0 1102

Motor Carriers
Catch a Rising Star
EOE/Drug Screen

ull Set

KY 94 West ieJohnny Robertson Road, South to Sq
Hais Road, right on So Hale Road 1/4 mile

MAYTAG
The Dependability Place

1-800-945-2621
(Mon.-FrI.,
7.40 a.m.-6:00 p.m.)

Info 1-504-646-1700
Dept KY-2021

Knights of Columbus Hall

If you're tired of working kx *offerors* invest
in •Maytag Horne Appliance Ceram and
youl only have to alWeer to one person
yourself
As • Maytag Home
Appliance Canter owner
you'll to in charge of
selling our In consumer
preferred washers and
our
dryers,
dishwashers, reIngerators,
ranges and
microwaves
And you'll have a
chance to make additional irizcime selling
parts and rebuilt appliances, plus servicing
all major brands
Our Home Appliance
Centers we the only
stores allowed to identify themselves with the
Maytag name and our
world-famous reputation tor dependability
So slop working for
everybody else and
work for yourself- Call
(901) 664-2826

Wednesday,
March 9th
Noon & 6:01 p.m.
Paris Super I Motel
1309 Eastwood Street
(Routs U$-79)
Pans, TN

Excellent income to
assemble products
at home.

(Doors open at 6001

OPEN A MAYTAG
HOME APPUANCE
CENTER

Seminar/Hiring Event:

MEET nice singles w/
names, phone Is. Down
Home Introductions
615-235-5000

• ASSEMBLERS •

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

IOU II
TOE WORLD.

Expensiamerisowlermil

DON'T chance romance
Call Match Maker Interns
Panel (502)554 8600

Call Tony Page at

753-8107

wax FOR
Tee BEST

Rising Star!

Perionols

I

Domestic
& Childcare

Driver
Catch A

025

EARN up to $1,000 weekly
processing mad Start now,
no experience, free supplies, tree information, no
obligation, send S A.S.E. to
Lifetime, Dept. 28, PO Box
39, Bangs, Texas 76823

The Covered
Wagon
Tack & Apparel
121 South at Sedalia 1'
Mayfield, KY 42066

Sep
IVaetad

(502)582-1800

•fir

10

TUESDAY

TIMES

MURRAY LEDGER

MARCH 8. 1994

•SO

themsli
Ilmads.
HiCKS Horesehassig. Graduate of Coated. School
Tradea. Farrier Some
Hicks
Jason
502 527 3692
FOUR Bangui and Angus
heifers wevnt 500Iba
400lbs& 2 at 2601be.ea
753 8636 753 3706
ROUND baies of grass
$210roil Souse bates of
clover some wheat hey
left $2 50+bale 7538848
before 9Pm

3 YEAR red mete Borer
with regetrabon °Klein*
$100 753-3051 altar 5pm
AKC Longhair German
Shepard puppy to good
home $130 753-9270

1

AKC Registered Dein/Won
puppies Wormed $15Civa
492 889'
AC Ro(tiveler puppies
shots $250 527 83.59
DOG Day Afternoon dog
grooming 759-1768
HAVE an obedient sale
dog tor show or home
C/asses or private iessons
Serving Murray tor over
l2yrs 436-2858
PEG S Dog Grooming
53 2915

- 3-5-ACRE- restrocearbiek$
ing saes for sae wee frontage on 94 West itt Butter
worth Rd between Murray
& Lynn Grove Contact
Kaeeftred F1041 1.1
753-1222 for dated'
SE ACRES andtif dreamt:
mint property southwest of
Murray
Must s•11 1
759-9247
•

Mentreyeles
FRESH on the mediate 3br
brick home in Southwest
school claim Central gas
heat Oarlinal 011110.1C air
attached garage, offered at
$72 500 Ihru Kopponal Rp
ally 753-1222 IALS46413$

1980 HONDA GL 500
23 )00( &Mai miss $903
in very good condition
436 2348 aftivr5pm cc
leave message
tale HONDA Hawk. 650
GI gray low mass. *noel
lent condition includes 2
helmets & extra seat Ask
rig $2300 7536136 be
tom 5pm

OWNER being transferred
1905 MERCEDES 190E
woukl Ike a wadi sale on
2 3 signal red tan Mather
ha beaustui 1993 (scums
sun roof, isscellent ooncli
wide 1820 square feet ma
bale home with vaulted owlBLACK 1982 Honda Moon Don 75-35264
ing & stone fireplace 3fx 2 500 $680 753 4663 be
1989 HONDA Preiude ex
bath 'snood yard 8 back fore 6pm
va dean Sap 527 9649
oech in quiet wee, Nat
monkeys nom town °flared
in mid $40s hough Kopporud Realty 753 1222
141.51-5416
1976 MERCEDES high 1962 FORD picli-up. taw
READY tor Springtime Iv
mileage good condition
body 327 Chevy engine, 4
ing tha home in Spnng
$3 500 753-0789
valve 350 turbo trans,
Creek Oaks leatures 51x
groat truck ride & drive
argot living spaces Peach- 1978 MUSTANG Gime rek
anywhere $1 600 obo
tree windows fireplace ads 8 good shape $750
474-8216
and vauferd ceikhgs The 489 2441
Large master sole has all
1973 CHEVROLET 1 Ion
1980 SAAB 900 Turbo
the amenities with walk-in
$1400 7538756
Sap
sunroof
$850
Car
doset and master bath Bo
altar 6pm
1974 BLUE 4 wheel drive
sure ancl ado this to your list 759-4941
Dodge excellent shape
lose. at the asiung once of 1981 CUTLASS 20r $850
Asking $3 900 496-8964
$159 900 Its a real value
75365-42 alter 5pm
Contact Kopperter Realty
1984 300 ZX 2.2 WI op- 1976 FORD tuck. stick
753 1222 MLSe5440
shift. new motor. $1.200
sons T-81ps, digital dash
*other mama.e1c 73,XXX obo. and 1967 Chevy tuck.
RUSTIC house on 3 acres
maies iguana)
, air)$5.700 stock shift $1.000 obo
436-2528
Southwest school district. 753 8623 attar Ilpin
30X40 metal shop 16X16
1984 PONTIAC Frebrd. 1981 CHEVY pick-up kill
paw deck 3tx 2 beet,
sae excellent condition
auto toW tit antim cas
central gas heat & we
Must sell, 753 4545
sett•
$1,500
obo
$69 500 Serious alp...WM
1
741
1pm
753
Mem
Wed
1988 BLUE S 10 57.XXX
only 492 8600 after 5pm
shit agarn
miles Sap 4 cydinder, *c.
SPACIOUS 31x 25 bath
$3.800 753-3051 after
home located on a quiet 1985 CADILLAC Sedan
Diode. share. new tees. 5Pril
Street New central gas
1988 CHEVY
ton Sever
heat & air were added in 92.XXX m.4s. $5.000
753-3447
ado new painl new bad
92 Law closets & starage space generous sized 1985 SUI3ARU Slalom& liner looks 8 drives like
new truck Extra dean
rooms & immediate pos- (Ion, 98,XXX miles $1,950
$8.900 753 4871 or
session make this a home 7594820
762-4811 7arn -3prn
you need to see, Listed to
1987 CHEVROLET Nova.
sell at $75000 Kopperud good
condogn &
yew 19813 S-10 BLAZER, Ta
Reatty -•- 732-12-22
as. mom Gagiong at hoe 4whieel dr local truck
MLSe5469
we:Men* condition $9100
$1 200 -0.11-7911- 1914
7538809

CLASSIFIED

1989 'c. TON Ford,59.XXX
mass 329-86813

8 ACRES East at Murray
open 8 wooded. black teeroad new KY Late beauef u I $EI 950 Terms
759-1922 or 753-4984
CONDOMINIUM for safe or
lease Low utilities. on site
security 753-3293 after
6pm
KOPPER,D Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges It
you we thiniung of seikng
oontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 71tn St

1989 MAZDA 82200
sharp Cal 753-6579 after
50m
1994 MAZDA 133000 SE
cab plus Alloy wheels
beihnes sic ges p/b ern/
fm cassette stereo
489-2336

CUSTOM SOTC14(J. CASKETS
CuST011 W000W0140kiteG

AM Types Of

•

Custom Woodworking
arid

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop * And See Our Showroom •
Stead)
Sell'eet Moms, Mehra
753-5940

Does
Motors

WOOD WORKS

11 FOOT semi v bottom
Wide boat with trailer &
fights Good condition
$500 7532953

a

NEW dueler for sale Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Sleety 753-6156

is

now offering

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS!
Pens Mugs Keychains Buttons Magnetic Business
Cards Kites Balioons Desk Accessones Memo
Boards Pins and Many Many More Products'

Call (502) 382-2306
We accept Vise or MasterCard

UNDER oorsstrucoon 1800
Authors:Ed
square loot dub** IOCalled
41441161
BRIGGS & STRATTUs
Folbrook subdivision off
ark KOHLER
Dud Rd Brck veneer
Service Casa
central gas 753-4873 after
6pm
Across from Southern States

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
100X'40 SO,,THWESvAa subcfivesion Al oty
utilities $18 500 firm
753-4873 after 6pm

2BR ' bath brick or 3
acres or Hsvy 80 near
Aurora
$55 000
753-6556 753-2951
3BA 1 bath bnck home 13
moles Southeast of Murray
$50 000 759 1352
3BR central gas heat 8 air
3yrs aid fenced back yard
nice neighborhood Good
starter or retiree home im
madlate possessor
753 5214 after 5pm
BY owner 21w 1 bath base
Tart &Llpstairs Roomy
central gas neat & air
lanced in yard barn corner
lot Must see' Call
7564653 phced in the
$401.
Brcratiar. LOVELY BRICK
RANCHER 45 wooded
acres ROOM TO BUILD. 8
miss from Murray . 1 mile 10
KY. keel Hwy 94. 21x. 1
beet, large living/dining
rdcion with swine fireplace,
central acheat vaulted
ceilings huge 2-car
garage workshopnew
wood cabinets w w car
pees all appliances Move
in NOW Priced beICAV ap
roma cam 502-474 2769

Campers
28FT 5th wheel extra nice
489 2018

•
1:11
1\%.viang41111.66--.41.

NEW 40X50 commercial
metal building in Lynn
Grove frontage Hwy 94 W
we lot 753-4871 OW

ROBERTS Realty Cato
way County s oidest and
most rekabie rem estate
agony/ or all your real
estate needs cat them to
Clay at 753 16511 Sycamore and 121e St

vileCUIS UNMe
Cars auceense imy OM
OCA. FS itallanases
Truces. ease. moo
hoonak oweiriaire. we
mono Ca Tell Fowl
(1100) 43easer
Eat A leo

P.O Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
Also Repair Work
BCS Tillers
Kell^ Lamb
Richard Lamb

'
d
11

1

753-2925

14FT Sal bottom Jon boat
with trailer 15hp motor
Polling motor, 2seats.$950
obo 753-7375
16FT skeeter 70HP
Yamaha. Everwude trolling
motor & crappie bar
753 7252.
1977 ARROW. Glass bass
boat 17ft. -85_ __Evinrude
good shape $3 500
753-0578 days
4990 CREST ill Pontoon
291 veth1990 48hp Johnson Motor Excellent condition $7 500 negotiable
436-2348 after 5pm or
leave message
ALUMINUM 36h house
boat for sale Sleeps 4 has
bath kitchen large front
deck Son deck on top of
cabin 11 Shp Evenrude
motor 436-5811
/
PONTOON boat 21 Sun
Packer Party Barge 50hp
Mercury motor excellent
condition $1 995
753 4573

GARLAND'S ..=
PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
104 N. 13th St.
753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES
Interior arid Exterior
Residential 8 Comrnerdial %-e•
*c▪ ‘ =
PROMPT
PROF ESSION AL
SERVI

-=

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experiencec builder of houses.
garages. pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large Or too
Small

474-8267
For a clean sweep...

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Mx 1
both bnck ranch
OPellig
Eat in kitchen kernel di
Nog room living room
family room met
boy
window Central gm heat
CrawierainaL6 patanrreuvc D ctaiwwww,
as wall to wall carpet coS
•
ing fans
Weekly
isicurzt Lot
75x150 adiscient lot mad
ar Weekly
JERRY GREEN
ma Welk to
& shop
or Drer-Traye
Insured • Bonded
ping Paced to sell mod
Service,
$70 $ Cell for appt • Free estimower
7534351)

(502) 753-9317

Weal dealer
expect the diamonds to be divided 33 after Weat's opening diamond bid.
t;iiet-Weet vulrwrat •
Hut South can make four spades
NORTH
in an ingenious manner if he puts his
684
mind to it When he leads the ace of
•A 4.1)7 3
ELECIRICAL Ron Hail
Omelette& •Oemmerces/
spades at trick four and West shows
•854
Heeling Cooling & Electric
345-2790
Inc Service sales and inout, he learns•great deal about the
•8 7 4 3
1-800-599-2790
Mallabon (502) 435 4699
Whirr
EAST
makeup of the adverse hands
4384327
109 7 5
•Declarer has already discovered
ANTENNA Repair and sh- EXPERIENCED dry wail V J 9 5
•K 10 8 4 2 at trick three that West, who opened
stellason Replace*:MIMI Nesting Raterenoes avail
the bidding with one diamond,
•QJ 10 9 3
•6
quality Channel Mosier an abet 436 2060
started with five clubs It is there•AKJ 10 5
•Q 9
Mnnas rooms and ampli
fore reasonable to assume that West
SOUTH
here aimwely 6 Antenna GENERAL Raper piumP
also has five or six diamonds. This
• A K Q.)632
ing roofing tree work
Servi-e• Buchanan
901 642 4077
•means that East started with one
436 2642
•A K 7 2
diamond or none to go with the four
ANT/OUE reenishing fur
GERALD WALTERS
spades and two clubs he is already
•6 2
niture repair & custom Roofing vinyl siding psi*
known to hold This knowledge can
Yfootiorkffli.. 754-M6, ing Free estimates, IS The bidding
now be put to good use. South
North East
years experience Laboilii--Wsst
APPLIANCE REPAIRS terenoes 436 2701
46
Declarer continues with the K-Q
Pass
l•
1•
Factory Pained by 3 map
of spades, leaving East with the ten.
Opening lead - king of clubs
manufacturers AN work HADAWAY Construction
South then cashes the A-K of diaand pets warranted Ask Remodeling vinyl siding
There is a certain compelling logic monds. If East trumps, he will have
tor Andy at The Appian°. vinyl replacement win
does vinyl flooring
Works 753 2455
in bridge that frequently leads de- to return a heart, providing a haven
436 2052
clarer to his goal Call it intuition, for both of South's diamond losers.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
reasoning power or whatever you So let's say East discards a heart
HEATING Ron Hall Heat
Kenmore, Westinghouse
instead.
ing Cooling and Electric will, it does the job.
Whirlpool 30. years ex
East's refusal to ruff does not let
Consider this deal where West
p•ri•nc•
BOBBY Co Service unit replace
HOPPER 436 5848
merit and complete install
leads the A -K -.1 ofclubs against four him off the hook, however. South
bon Licensed gas installer
spades, declarer ruffing the third counters by leading the spade three,
BACKHOE Service, corn
Phone 435 4699
round. The contract looks hopeless forcing East to win the trick and lead
pima foundations septic
a heart to dummy's A-Q. The net
ITS Urn* to start thinking since South has only nine tricks consymems R H Nesbitt, Ma
sonry Phone 192 8516
about mowing your yard
sisting of seven spades and the A-K effect is that South loses a trump
Call Wayne $ Lawn Set
of diamonds. He has no ready-made trick he did not have to lose, but
BACKHOE SERVICE
vice. 4862342 Free est
entry to dummy's ace of hearts, his scores two heart tricks in exchange.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank mates
Fieesonabat rates
installation repair replace
potential tenth trick, nor can he Who can ask for anything more?
trent 759 1515
KITCHEN CABINET RETomorrow Plan ahead.
FACING Make your ofd
BACKHOE Service corn
new again with Formica AN
plebe foundations septic colors, free estimates
systems R H Nesbitt Ma
Wulff's Recovery Murray
sorry Phone 192 8516
KY 436-5560
II F.DSESIMI \LARCH 9, 1994
BACK HOE Service ROY
LICENSED for electric and
For your personaliz.ed daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
HILL Septic system drive
gas 753-7203
i1aie_ot-hinti_c•s11-1-(Mq) 9$18-T78•_Yoi.r-phone • t•slyi-vvill-hill-yott 99
-waysrfsaulrogrfoundations
cents a minute.)
etc 759 4664
L&L LAWN SERVICE commercial or residential free
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE da.s, for career and financial matters.
BEST rates for lawns estimates Call 753-4001
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Accent diplomacy both at work and
mowed 753-6986
after 5pm
Needy friends Will take up more of on the home front. An older person
B&G Maintenance & lawn
PLUMBING repairman vett your.0111r. Ott-f101 -despair if you are -pin,
s a-major role. Extra income is
care Flee estimates Ask
same day service
Call
unable to kelp evervon_e.
linked to a foinicrsinPloyer.
_
Bill 759 4490
436-5255.
pals -Heed-to become more self-suffiV-1114i0 (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
BILL S Window Cleaning
ROCKY COLSON Hems cient. Your job looks sale so long as Changing circumstances can cause
Service Back to help with
Repair Roofing, siding, you do things by the book. Travel
uncertainty. Attend meetings on
your spring cleaning
painting, plumbing, conand good luck go hand-in-hand. time and come well-prepared. An
Residential/Commercial
crete Free estimates Call
Widen your Cix:ial circle. A lively influential person expresses new
753-5934
474 2307
romantic relationship couldlead to 'interest in your projects.
•
BOB'S Plumbing Repair SANDBLASTING- lawn
lasting domestic happino.s. Honor a
1.
.11BRA
(Sept.
23-Oct.
22):
VisiService All work , guaranfurniture, truck beds, cars
., psEent's request at Chnstmas..Travel tors or friends are at your door.
753 1134 or
teed
trailers, equipment, antiis teatured in early 1995.
--eager to help you attain a long-range
'436-5832
ques motorcycies No job
(711.EBRITIES BORN ON goal. Socializing can be delightful
BREAKING & disking gar- too bog or small Call Mike THIS DATE: actress Trish Van
without being expensive. Check the
dens Yard landscaping, Holton, 753-8756
actress Joyce Van Patten.
Des
ere.
newspapers
for free events.
bush hogging & mulching
saxophonist ()mote Coleman. baseSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
Free estimates 436-5430 SEAMLESS gutjers installed. residential or comball player Benito Santiago.
secret lifts sour spirits. Take a
BRYON'S LAWN SER- mercial. Serval! Gutter Co
ARIES (March -21-April 191
chance on a bold idea-it could be
VICE Free estimates
753-6433
Certain issues may still he unre- . a winner! Pursue what you want
753 4591
solved. Forget -them: you need have most. Your practical touches will
SEWING machine repair
CARPET installation 30 Kenneth Barnhill 753:2671
no tears todav Postpone making up make a creative project turn a profit.
plus years experience
)our mind about romance or anySAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
commercial and maiden- - SHEETROCK finishing, thing-else. -SC your talent as a 21): Accept more responsibility and
textured
ceilings
Larry
berber
Work
nal vinyl Ole
mediator or impartial judge.
you will reap fine rewards. Consult
guaranteed Measures and Chnsman 492 8742
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): experts before making financial
repairs Call 474 2131 or .SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Shrox does. and determination make changes. You may need more sup437 4543
Removal Insured with full
vou a winner today! A11 extra dose port from the folks at home.
CARPORTS for cars and line of equipment Free es- of imagination helps, too. Simmer
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
timates
Day
or
night,
trucks Speaal sizes for
down on the emotibnal'level. Watch 19): New financial opportunities are
motor home boats RVs 753-5484
N bat you say and do When feeling
linked to who you know. Keep your
and etc Excellent protec- THE Gutter Co Seamless
under pressure.
evening hours open for a last-minute
tion high quality excellent aluminum gutters,' variety
(;E:MINI (May .21 -June 20): Be invitation. A newcomer could figure
value Roy Hill 759 4664
of colors Licensed, inwary- of changes that still affect your prominently in your social plans. sured
Estimate
available
CHUM Churii Chimney
home life or joint finances. Keeping
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Sweeps has 10% senior 759-4690
up on new developments..ip your Make an all-out effort to improve
citizen discounts We sell
your job performance. Get better
chimney caps arid screens VCR REPAIR Wood VCR field ,puts you ahead of the competition. Higher-ups . reward- yeiiir Organized. You can easily combine
435 4191
Service Center cleaningciiiiris.
business with pleasure tonight. Do
COE'S General Repair servicing $15 most repairs
CANCER iJune 21 -July 22): not let tension interfere with your
Electric, carpentry, drywall, $35 Free estimates Route
finishing. plumbing. 1. Alm Open 9-12.,1-5. Discretion is the -key to moving enjoyment of a social event.
Mon -Fri 753-0530
ahead it both business and romance.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 2): 492-8403

RIDDLE
PLUMBING

DRYWALL hushing re
pairs, additions and brig ceilings 753-47111

HOROSCOPES

CONSTRUCTION Framing, $2 a square foot and
up
Tripp Williams
753-0563

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
Spin. 759 9816 753-0495

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560

ALL gutters & leaves
cleaned Mowing leaf pickup
hauling Call David Bailey
at Sarfari Lawn Care
753 6986

CUSTOM bulldozing and
bacAhoe work septic systems 354-8161 after 4pm

ways painting maintenance etc Free estimates
489 2303
A1A tree service Removal
trimming hauling & clean
up 492 8254

1 1 1 1 A Hauling moving
1 1 1 A Hauling tree tram
dean up odd lobs tree ming tree removal dean
lemming tree removal, ing out sheds attics 8 odd
mulch hauling Free esti- lobs Free estimates
mates
Tim Lamb 435-2102 Luke Lamb
438-5744

A 1 carpentry work house
plans drawn remodling
decks homes built no lob
to small free estimates
Call J&C Construction
436 5398

BLONDIE

CALVIN and H

CATHY
IT I'VE BEEN
STRAW*, IT'S BECAUSE rill AFRAID
YOU'RE OW& "TD
LEAVE ME, ALEX

FOR BETTER or

SHONEY'S FAMOUS

BREAKFAST BAR
6 a.m.-11 a.m. Monday-Friday

Tax
$
2
139

All You Care To Eat

0
,
1piPti-101
Includ,r.; ConcrPlo F c Cr%
P4"
, Pc. Fdb Carpi nurr Sum Aii Ou,iady

5401 supporting 2.6
tiusied ratters 2 ft
0C
plywood
decking

Seal down srangIss
Overhang tittered
Overturad stow'

rgraii

door
_

Seel

WM* door
2.4 fascia
aturranwrn to *triad
2.10 headers
4.4 raised curt

offer you FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garagns In Your Area and Written Warranty

Deluxe Models

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

In 1965, the Ui
Vietnam.
In 1986, four I
west Beirut: a cal
were eventually
Ten years ago:
critic presidential
cent to 43 perce
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are often 'unpredictable - placid one moment,
excited the next. Their excellent memory will be a...13).g plus in both school
and business. Many of these Pisces tend to hem and haw when faced with
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
important decisions. Let them know that procrastination can cost them some
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WOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. March 8, the 67th day of 1994. Then are 298
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History!
On March 8, 1917, Russia's February Revolution - so called
because of the Old Style calendar used by Russians at the ume began with rioting and strikes in St. Petersburg.
On this date:
In 1702, England's Queen Anne ascended the throne upon the death
of King William III.
In 1782, the Gnadenhutten massacre took place as some 90 Indians
were slain by militiamen in Ohio in retaliation for raids by other
•
Indians.
In 1841, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.,
the Great Dissenter, was born in Boston.
In 1854, U.S. Commodore Mauhew C. Perry mad; his second landing in Japan. Within a month, he concluded a treaty withihe Japanese.
In 1944, U.S. bombers resumed bombing Berlin during World War
In 1965, the United States landed about 35,000 Marines in South
Vietnam.
In 1986, four French television crew members were abducted in
west Beirut; a caller claimed Islamic Jihad was responsible. All four
were eventually released.
Ten years ago: A Gallup survey of 719 registered voters had Democratic presidential hopeful Gary Hart leading President Reagan 52 percent to 43 percent.
Five years ago: In Lebanon, daily artillery barrages between Christian and Syrian forces and their militia allies began in Beirut; at least
930 people were killed before a cease-fire took hold the following
September.
One year ago: On Wall Street, the Dow Jones industrial average
soared to a record high, climbing 64.84 to end the day at 3,469.42.
Singer-bandleader Billy Eckstine died in Pittsburgh at age 78.
Today's Birthdays: Retired West Virginia Sen. Jennings Randolph
is 92. Actress Claire Trevor is 85. Actress-dancer Cyd Charisse is 73.
Actress Sue Ane Langdon is 58. Former baseball player and author
Jim Bouton is 55. Washington Governor Mike Lowry is 55. Actress
Lynn Redgrave is 51. Actress Susan Clark is 50. Actor Mickey
Dolenz is 49. Lyricist Carole Bayer Sager is 47. Former baseball player Jim Rice is 41.
Thought for Today: "Never vote for a tax bill nor against an appropriations bill." — American political maxim.

Tea years ago
Murray High School Drama
Team captured first place in Kentucky High School Speech
League Suite Drama Festival al
University of Kentucky, Lexington. Team members are Ramona
Burnley, Ross Bolen, Megan
Stroup, Todd Ross, Jill James,
Matt Hamngton. LuAan Lobelger and Heather Doyle with Mark
Etherton as coach.
Sonny Lockhart of United
Rubber Workers Local Union 665
of General Tire is pictured presenting a donation of $3.110.56
to Jan Williams, client, and Peggy Williams, director of
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities
training center for handicapped).
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Page, Feb.
19; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Dan Himebaugh, Feb. 26; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Todd Shupe,

Feb. 28.
Twenty years ago
A Presidential Scholars Program offering unique scholarships
and opportunities for high school
seniors with outstanding academic records has been established at
Murray State University.
Local students attending the
University of Kentucky include
Richard West, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W.P. West of Rt. 7. Murray.
studying elettrical engineering,
and James D. Emerson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Emerson
of Rt. 6, Murray, studying ;civil
engineering.
Murray Middle School Band,
directed by James Light, presented a program at a meeting of
Murray Middle School PTA.
Jean Richerson has been chosen as ideal sorority sister for
1973 by Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of Woodmen of the World.

far& years ago
Local officials met with First
District Highway officials in the
office of County Judge Robert 0.
Miller to determine just what the
State Highway Department can
do toward rehabilitating county
roads and bridges damaged by
the recent tornado with its
accompanying heavy rains.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Glen Alexander, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Glenn
Mobley, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Parks, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Sherman Powell.
Mrs. Nowata Forres, Mrs. Koska Jones and Mrs. Crystal Parks
presented the Founders' Day
Program at a meeting of Hazel
School PTA.
Forty years ago
Murray Baseball Association
plans an intensive campaign to

DEAR ABBY,
DEAR ABBY: At the top of my
I try to be out of the house as much
Christmas wish list last year was my
as possible.
desire to give my husband the nicoWe rarely watch television
together, as I leave the room when
tine patch. He refused me flat-out!
When we were first married more
he lights up. I miss the closeness we
than 40 years ago, I didn't mind his once had.
smoking, but now that we are in our
Not only did he refuse the nico70s, I have respiratory problems as tine patch, he didn't get me a Christmas gift again this year - not even
well as eye problems, and the smoke
is very irritating. He refuses to a card. But somehow he always
believe that secondhand smoke is finds the extra money for cigarettes.
We both read Dear Abby faithinjurious to others. Our grandchildren don't want to be near him; his fully, and I thought if you published
sister and her husband refuse to stay this, he might recognize himself and
-here-evemight-orgoon-tripa-withns.-__wianght. Wee help tn Open the-eyes
I enjoy taking walks in the crisp of other smokers.
SMOKED OUT IN MAINE
Maine air, only to be assaulted With
a wall of smoke when I come home.
DEAR SMOICED OUT: Here's
I'm really a home person, but lately

your letter; I hope it helps.
When will people realize that
smoking is addictive? I have
been playing on that one string
ever since I started writing this
column in 1956, and I have literally begged youngsters not to
start smoking- it's too hard to
quit. And secondhand smoke is
not only irritating, it's damaging to others.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: Recently in your
column, there was a letter from a
woman about not donating clothing
items to charity if they are stained,
torn or out of style.
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DEAR JANET: Your point is
well-taken. One person's trash
can be another person's treasure.

DEAR ABBY: Being an extensive traveler, I have my own amusing story about customs.officials.
Returning to the U.S.A., I noticed
that each fourth tourist was being
searched. I was relieved as I was
not to be- but lo, the lady in front
of me said,"I have been flying for 18
hours straight. If you open this suitcase, one of us is going to be terribly
'embarrassed!" He otioned her
past, and I dumped
from
all my bags for inspection.
°
-Upon leaving the area, I spotted
her at a restaurant table and
quipped, "For once, how fortunate
to be female!" With that,she opened
the case, where two complete 24piece settings of sterling flatware
lay. She saidALike I said, if he had
opened that suitcase, one of us
would have been terribly embarrassed." Sign me ...
DOVER,DEL.

CALVIN and HOBBES
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She meant well; however, I hope
that people don't just throw away
the used clothing. I recycle clothing
by buying thrift shop clothes and
using the buttons, ribbons, lace and
other good parts for art projects or
for decorating other clothes. An
applique can easily hide a stain or
tear, and long pants with holes in
the knees can be made into shorts.
Fabric alone can be used in a variety of ways, and our landfills don't
need any unnecessary trash.
I'll bet your readers would agree
and, perhaps, come up with many
other ideas about recycling used
clothes. Many of those "stains" come
out when properly washed, you
know.
JANET IN
BOYNTON BEACH,FLA.

* * *
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raise approximately $4,000 to be
used to install lighu on the baseball diamond at Murray High
School so teams can play at
night, according to Guy Billington, vice president in charge of
Junior League.
Comedian Actor Smiley Burnett will appear on the stage of
Capitol Theatre tonight. Burnett
and Dr. Walter Baker of Murray
attended high school together in
Illinois in 1927-28.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Clark, a girl SO Mr.
and Mrs. Eura Wall Dixon, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. John PuckeU, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Tucker,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Edward Johnson, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pat Smith, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Clayton and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Ross.

111
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Winning the lottery had changed his life, but
at times Chico still felt strangely unfulfilled.

CATHY
ItINY DOES ANYONE LEAVE??
THEN/ MIST LEAVE! PEOPLE
SAY THEY WON'T LEAVE
AND THEN THEY LEAVE
"THE WORLD IS FILLED WITH
PEOPLE WHO LEAVE!!
DON'T LEAVE SWEAR

IC I'VE MN
STUNK, IT's BECAUSE DA AFRAID
YOU'RE &0W& 1.0
LEAVE Alt, ALEX.

'IOU WON'T LERJE!'
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6 Oblects of
adoration
11 - Marcos
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20 Drug agcy.
21 Roman two
22 An abrasive
23 - -a-terre
24 Lack of
refinement
28 Animal that
neighs
27 Irritate
28 Light pink
wine
29 Rome's

country
31 Percussion
Instrument
34 Uncommon
35 "— Pyle"
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37 Southern
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39 Winter
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4 Actor Amer
5 Lack of
sophistication
Light
sarcasm
7 Noises
8 Harvest

goddess
9 Music buff's
purchase
1 Damage
10 Skids
2 Swiss capital
11 Poetry loot
3 Crafty
13 Dodge
18 Actor Grant
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1
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I just asked for a
computer printout of all the medications my doctor has me on and was
shocked to learn they cost in excess of
$120 a month. This is really too much
to be spending to keep alive and try to
keep going. I have a non-functioning
thyroid, high blood pressure and anemia. I presently spend more for prescriptions than I do for food. Why,
then, at the young age of 70, am I constantly fatigued? I need your sensible
advice on how I can rectify this terrible dilemma.
DEAR READER: You have three
serious medical conditions, any one of
which could cause lassitude and
malaise. In addition, some medicines
used for these diseases could aggravate feelings of fatigue.
I assume that you are receiving
appropriate therapy for hypothyroidism, hypertension and anemia.
Were you not being treated, you would
undoubtedly feel less well than you do
now. Consequently, the high cost of
your medications may simply be the
price you have to pay to remain in relatively good health.
Nonetheless, you do have options.
Your family doctor may be able to
supply you with free samples of some
of your medicine. Or he may be able to
substitute generic varieties that are
much less expensive than the brand
names. Finally, most drug companies
have programs to supply necessary
medications to needy patients. Ask
your doctor about this If you are eligible, he can put you in touch with the
proper resources.
In this, as in other issues relating to
diseases and their treatments, your.
own doctor can best explain your disorders and their therapy, act as your
advocate and assist you in obtaining
the help you need.
DEAR DR. GOTT. My wife claims
that her allergies act up from the
moment our cat enters the room she
is in. The poor cat used to sit in her
lap and now settles for mine at the
opposite side of the room. I told my
wife her reaction is all in her mind,
that it isn't possible to be affected
unless fur or dander is flying. Now the
cat and I are in the dog house. Who's
right, please'
DEAR READER I'm afraid that
you and the cat will have to remain in
the dog house
Animals constantly shed tiny flakes
of dead skin (dander) to which some
people are highly allergic. Your wife's
reaction is telling vou that the cat is
the cause of her allergies, even
though you cannot see the dander
shed by the cat when it enters the
room and plops on your wife's lap

,
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PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON.

DEATHS
Phineas M. Hobbs

Snapper, John Deere, Roper, Lawn Chief & Troy Bill
Through Match 15th, 1994

PUSH MOWERS

Mrs. Carolyn Sims Perkins

Mrs. Carolyn Sims Perkins. 64. South Sixth Street, Mayfield, died
Phineas M. Hobbs. 95. RI.. 1. Cunningham. died Sunday at 10 55
Sunday
Bapust
Halms',
at 9:14 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Paducah.
p.m. at Western
A retired fanner, be was a member and deacon et Kirby ton Bapu.st '. She was a member of Seventh and College Church of Christ, Mayfield. Her father, George A. Sims Sr. and one sister preceded her in
Church.
death.
He was the son of the late A.S. Hobbs and Aeolis Robertson Hobbi.
Survivors include her husband, Bill Perkins; two daughters. Mrs.
Survivors Include his wife. Mrs. Gazelle Boswell Hobbs, to whom
Mrs.
Anna
Ruth
for
69
daughters,
Patty
Sheridan, Coldwater. and Mrs. Nancy Tate, Mayfield: one son.
married
years;
three
be had been
Tommy Perkins, Mayfield; her mother, Mrs. Frances Jones Sims,
Jones, Sedalia, Mrs. Martha Moore, Cunningham, and Mrs. Doris WilManchester, Tenn., three brothers, George A. Sims Jr., Manchester,
hams, Murray, two sons, Peck Hobbs, Cunningham, and Charles
Tenn., Kenneth Sims, Pans, Ill., and Maurice Sims, Cuba; six
Hobbs, Lone Oak; 10 grandchildren; 13 great-grandchildren.
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Milner
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Bardwell. Dr. Greg McFadden will officiate. Burial
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Hilton Royster will officiate. Bunal will folwill follow in Kubyton Cemetery
low in Highland Park Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. toda "Tuesday).
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Lillie Wiebe Giesbrecht

Mrs. Alyene Hall

The funeral for Mrs. Lillie Wiebe Giesbrecht will be Wednesday at
10:30 a.m. at University Church of Christ, Murray. Bunal will follow
in Harmony Cemetery near Lynn Grove.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 7 p.m.
tonight (Tuesday).
Mrs. Giesbrecht, 54, Rt. 7, Murras. Lynn Grove community, died
Sunday at 1:15 a.m. at her home. Her death followed an extended
illness.
Survivors include her husband, Firmin Gresbrecht, four daughters,
Mrs. Joan lantz, Farwell, Minn., Mrs. Angela Litwiller, Farmington.
and Kaylene Giesbrecht and Tamara Giesbrecht. Rt. 7, -Murray one
son, Lance Giesbrecht, Pincher Creek, Alberta. Canada; two sisters.
Mrs. Lucille Mininger, Almena, Wis.. and Mrs. Christine Friesen,
Barron, Wis.; four brothers, Ranson Weibe, Kenneth Weibe, Clayton
Weibe and Richard Weibe, all of Durham. Kan ; eight grandchildren

Mrs. Alyene Hall, 74, Hardin, died Monday at 2 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital. Paducah.
She was preceded in death by two sons, Steven Hall and Joseph
Hall Jr., and her parents, Willie Shaw and Olivia Maxey Shaw.
Survivors include her husband, Joseph W. Hall; three daughters,
Mrs. Sue Hermosillo, Murray, Mrs. Marilyn Peters and husband, Larry. Clinton, Ill., and Mrs. Peggy Ronchetti, Hardin: three sons,
Richard Hall, Aurora, Howard Hall and wife, Betty, Huntingdon,
Tenn.. and Edward Hall and wife, Joann, Coldwater; 19 grandchildren; 22 great-grandchildren.
Also surviving are two sisters, Mrs. Mildred Loving, Henryville,
Ind., and Mrs. Helen Stamper, Reno, Nev.; half sister, Mrs. Grace
Foster, Jeffersonville, Ind.; two brothers, Ferrel Shaw, Utah, and
Howard Shaw, Mernville, Ind.; three half brothers, Osborne Shaw,
North Vernon, Ind., Ralph Shaw, New Washington, Ind., and the Rev.
._lza__Shaw,..Charlestown, Ind. _ _
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home. The Rev. Ed Clere will officiate. Burial will
Services for Rupert McCuiston axe today. at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
follow in Unity Cemetery.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home The Rev. Bob Dotson is officiating.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Oneida White is pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers are Crawford Hanky, Theron Riley. Roy Rose. Max
Oliver. Hugh Palmer and Kenneth Melvin. Burial will follow in Mt.
Zion Cemetery.
Mrs: Ruby Mae Catron, 71, of Ewing, Va., died Sunday at 5 p.m. at
Mr. McCuiston, 91, Rt. 1, Kirksey; died Saturday at 12:32 p.m. at
her home.
Trinity Hospital, Erin, Tenn.
Her husband, Clarence Catron. one daughter, Maggie Elizabeth PerSurvivors Include one daughter. Mrs. Violet Newsome and husband.;
the Rev. William, Rt. 1, Kirksey; two sisters, Mrs. Lola Morgan,
kins, and one grandson preceded her in death.
Born Aug. 6, 1922, in Lee County, Va., she was the daughter of the
Hazel, and Mrs. Hilda Reynolds, Montgomery, Ma.; two brothers,
Macon McCuiston, Nashville, Tenn., and Pat McCuiston and wife,
late Galvin and Lizzie Jones.
Clan, Pembroke; two granddaughters, Mrs Sharon Collings and husSurvivors include four sons, William D. Caron, Dexter, John Catband, Capt. Donald. Middletown, Md., and Ms. Pamela Robinson,
ron, Singer, La., and Daniel and Bobby Catron, Ewing, Va.; two
Kirksey; four great-grandchildren, Donald Collings II and wife, Mary,
daughters. Mrs. Gladys Ayers. Morristown, Tenn., and Mrs. -Mary
Stacey Collings, Stephanie Collings and Robert Collings.
Ashworth, DeQuincy, La.; 17 grandchildren; 14 great-grandchildrern;
one great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are pending at Mullins Funeral Home, Rose
Hill.
Va.
Memorial services for Mrs. Maurine Duncan Mitchell are today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home. Paducah, with the Rev
Bob Kirsey officiating.
Graveside rites will follow at Antioch Church of Christ Cemetery
near Browns Grove in Graves County. Charlie Arnett. nephew of Mrs.
Mitchell, will -officiate. DM. Jones lad A
Mrs. Mitchell, 89, died Saturday at 8:30 p.m at Western Baptist
DJIA Previous Ckse..-.-311.56.22 Prices as of 9 a.m.
Hospital, Paducah.
Air Products
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Mr. Edmondson, 52, Maple Grove Road, Cadiz. died Thursday at
5:45 p.m. in a rural area near Charleston. Ky.
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Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Louise Dixon Edmonson; three
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Rupert McCuiston

Mrs. Ruby Mae Catron

Clean Air Filter

All For Only

Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube
Where Needed

$2995
FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
Within 5 Miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Luba
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter

All For Only

'4495
FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
Within 5 Miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only

$4995
FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
Within 5 Miles

Any Additional Parts & Labor at Additional Costs.

Murray Home & Auto
123:

Chestnut St.
Murray, KY

elm*.Coe

Phone 753-4110
or 753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Frl. 7:30-5:30; Set. 7:30-5:00

(0K\

Mrs. Maurine Duncan Mitchell
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Warehouse

Claude Wilson Edmonson

HIWARD
LYONS

HOG MARKET
%ow Sento Mord & 11.4
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Laenelty Plircamo Arai Mos 116rbot Ilaport Isele•ga 3
11•1 Ilerrowe•
11451mi Soar 114ealple
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1143.111141•11
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NEW
ARRIVALS
From Our Other Stores!

133-111133.111/
133.14111.10
534.111115.011
1411.5541-50
1.313••-31.112/

*FREE HEARING TEST—

••• • • + • ••

Custom Made-In The Ear

100's of Ladies' \ew Items'

HEARING AIDS

* ••• • •• • •

With THis Coupon

$495"'
Reg.

Low, Low
Prices
•••• • • •• 4.

Price $545.00

Not Valid With Any Other Otters
This Coupon Otter Expires 3-31-94
* Local Resident Seniors (Ages 60+)

You've Got ro See It To
Believe It!

• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes
• In Home Testing Available

Cal Today For Your Free Test!
753-8055
Founded 1876

STONE-LANG CO.
206 South 4th • Murray

Seated. Datasin Valhi* Thema Mika & Gana Year. Standing Tommy
Walker, Dwane Jones & Ricky Garland.

Outstanding i,

, In 1:1 1)e artmenti!

Farman helping families is a bedew as old and as strong as be hills And
today some people will ea mous mountmns to land a hand to others Ira s
heritage dim folks around !his area lye by
Mentaining our tradn al Wray service is important to us It's how we
provide tie pinnacle ot ammo to area Imam at Mar Funeral Home

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES
311 North 4th Strom • Murray. KY 42071
(502) 753-4412
Hazel, KY • 4624766
W• MotI o ing avenge e ow ~Woe
m11661.••••. -

)(1•111r , t'. ti

•

\IllT1.1.

•••• • • • • •
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